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EDITOR’S LETTER

T

he risks associated with
overexposure to illiquid assets
have been thrust to the forefront of investor concerns this year,
following a series of high-profile
incidents at various fund groups.
Over the summer, British fund
manager Neil Woodford gated his
flagship fund and H2O Asset
Management suffered huge outflows, both over liquidity concerns.
Gam liquidated its absolute return
range last year amid similar issues.
In Investment Strategies on page
6, we look at how fund selectors
should respond to protect their
portfolios. We also dig into the
Woodford saga on page 36.
Fund selectors can always
learn and develop in the face
of new challenges, urges Belgian
fund selector Jan Lecluyse
in our profile on page 12.
In Distributor on page 24,
Banque de Luxembourg Investments’ Patricia Kaveh makes the
case for private assets following a
bumpy year for many mutual funds.
Also this summer, the European
Union published new guidelines on
how companies report climaterelated information and two climate benchmarks were introduced.
On page 18, we look at how
these benchmarks will work and
whether they will help to finally
stamp out greenwashing.
Whatever ups and downs the
markets hold for the rest of the
year, we hope you find the stories in
this issue useful and, as always, we
appreciate your feedback.

David Robinson, editor
david.robinson@lastwordmedia.com
www.expertinvestoreurope.com
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‘I’m interested in
the big picture
perspective’
Jan Lecluyse, profile page 12
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Investment strategies Illiquid assets

T

he carnage wrought by the global financial crisis highlighted the importance of
managing liquidity, and many fund selectors adjusted their approach accordingly.
A decade on and the risks associated with
overexposure to illiquid assets are once
again at the forefront of investor concerns,
following a series of high-profile liquidity
squeezes at various fund groups this year.

financer. But few fund selectors had apparently read these reports prior to their being
alerted by the media to the illiquid positions.

Chart 1: Woodford Equity Income vs benchmark
Growth of €1,000
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Sound the alarm

British fund manager Neil Woodford ceased
withdrawals from his €4.1bn flagship fund,
Woodford Equity Income, in June after it
racked up huge losses amid excessive exposure to illiquid assets; and last year, Gam Investments liquidated its €9.5bn absolute return range amid similar concerns.
During the summer, Natixis affiliate H2O
Asset Management suffered multi-billion
euro outflows from its corporate bond funds
after liquidity worries, related to illiquid
bonds issued by a controversial German financer with a history of bankruptcies, were
reported in the media.
A European fund selector was among
those who disinvested from H2O following
the reports. “We had a call with H2O to ask
them about the measures they had taken to
reduce liquidity risk and decided to reduce
our position,” the fund selector told Expert
Investor on condition of anonymity.
H2O blamed “unfair” media coverage for
the outflows, which ultimately amounted
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Source: Morningstar

to 30% of assets at its biggest fund Adagio,
before the French fund group stabilised
the situation.
In July, global index provider MSCI
warned that seven large Ucits equity funds
could struggle to meet redemptions due to
high levels of illiquid stocks in their portfolios.
“Woodford, Gam and H2O will not be
the last fund groups with liquidity issues,”
warns the anonymous fund selector. “It
was only because of media coverage that
investors became concerned about H2O.”
All of the positions in H2O’s funds had
been published in their annual reports, including the bonds issued by the German

David Karni, head of portfolio management
at BCC Risparmio & Previdenza in Milan,
says fund selectors need to pay more attention to the underlying holdings of the funds
they invest in.
“We should be more aware of a fund’s illiquid positions,” says Karni, adding that selectors can sometimes focus too much on the
investment process when undertaking their
analysis. “We need to do more thorough due
diligence, for example checking whether a
fund manager has instruments to quickly
navigate liquidity issues.”
It’s a lesson Karni admits he learnt from
the problems at Gam and H2O. “We used
to have positions in some of the funds that
had liquidity issues, such as Gam’s absolute
return fund. It was on our recommendation
list on the advisory side. But we sold our positions before they got into trouble.”
Karni adds that BCC Risparmio & Previdenza now prefers to invest in directional
funds due to the more transparent risk profile of these funds. “We continue to use some
flexible bond funds but only in a marginal
way,” he says. “They are not a core part of our
portfolios anymore.”
The question remains, however, why so
many investors apparently do not strictly

‘FUND SELECTORS HAVE
PUT TOO MUCH TRUST IN
FUND MANAGERS IN THE
PAST, BELIEVING THEY
WOULD MANAGE LIQUIDITY
RISK APPROPRIATELY
AND IN THE INTEREST
OF THEIR CLIENTS’
David Karni, head of portfolio management, BCC Risparmio & Previdenza
8
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monitor the portfolios of the funds they invest in. This was evidenced by the surge in
outflows after illiquid holdings, which were
already publicly available, were highlighted
in the media.
“Fund selectors, including myself, have
put too much trust in fund managers in the
past, believing they would manage liquidity risk appropriately and in the interest of
their clients,” says Karni, adding that recent
events have made him more vigilant.
“We prefer to avoid working with managers who are not transparent. If a manager
doesn’t publish their portfolio, I tend to believe they have something to hide.
“We now insist on seeing the complete
portfolio of all funds we invest in on a
monthly basis. This morning, I sent an email
to an asset manager who hadn’t sent us a
portfolio update for two months. I expect to
send more emails like this in future.”

Stars in their eyes

It’s no coincidence that all the funds which
have experienced liquidity issues during the
past year have been flexible ‘go-anywhere’
funds run by high-profile managers, according to Bart van de Ven of Accuro Wealth Advisors, a Belgian wealth manager.
“I’ve become more hesitant to invest in
funds run by star managers who decide everything,” he says. “All managers need the
support of critical analysts to ensure proper
risk management and avoid complacency.”

Chart 2: H2O Adagio fund vs benchmark
Growth of €1,000
H2O Adagio
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Boutique-style funds led by star managers that have grown quickly are particularly
risky, he adds, pointing out that Gam’s absolute return fund, Woodford’s equity income
fund and the H2O corporate bond funds all
became very large, very quickly following a
surge of investment over a short time period.
H2O’s AUM, for example, increased tenfold from 2013 to 2019, to €30bn.
“Larger funds are more likely to invest in
less-liquid bonds and can have more problems disposing of the investment. The percentage of liquid assets in the portfolio may
be small but the absolute amounts can be
substantial,” he says.

Jul ’19

“The sheer size of the H2O corporate
bond funds – €17.2bn before the outflows
– is the only reason they got into trouble.
Having 5% of your assets in illiquid bonds is
normally fine.
“But because H2O’s bond funds had
grown so big, the absolute amount became
a problem,” the anonymous European fund
selector highlights.
“A fund’s size and the speed it is growing
will play a bigger role in its selection process
in the future,” the fund selector cautions.
Funds run by high-profile managers also
typically account for the bulk of a fund
group’s income, which is also an issue, says
Karni. “Fund groups typically heavily promote star managers to try and get as much
money as possible – but that is not necessarily in the interest of existing investors.”
Another potential red flag can be when
fund managers own their own funds, adds
Karni. “We like it if a fund manager has
a stake in their fund but it’s important to
strike the right balance.”
“If the fund manager is also the owner of
the fund group and receives fee income directly, it can be an incentive to raise as much
money as possible over a short-term period.
“We prefer incentives to be more aligned
with those of investors, such as tying remuneration to three- or five-year performance,”
Karni explains, noting that such remuneration models are not particularly viable at
small fund manager-owned boutiques. LW

‘LARGER FUNDS ARE MORE
LIKELY TO INVEST IN
LESS-LIQUID BONDS. THE
PERCENTAGE OF LIQUID
ASSETS IN THE PORTFOLIO
MAY BE SMALL, BUT THE
ABSOLUTE AMOUNTS
CAN BE SUBSTANTIAL’
Bart van de Ven, manager and fund selector, Accuro Wealth Advisors
www.expertinvestoreurope.com
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MANAGING
CLIMATE RISK
Pimco’s Samuel Mary, Christian
Schuetz and Olivia Albrecht
outline the risks climate change
poses to the industry and how
the investment manager is facing
these challenges head on

C

limate change is likely to be a
disruptive force in the global
economy over the very long
term. Many investors, companies,
organisations and nations are starting
to hear the alarms about climate-related
threats and seeing dramatic, sometimes
devastating impact on economies and
markets in addition to communities and
ecosystems. Climate change can affect
investments across asset classes, including
a wide range of fixed income securities.
Therefore, Pimco believes it is critical
to incorporate climate risk evaluations in
our investment decisions. As active asset
managers, we must be forward-looking –
considering material risks on the horizon,
not just those immediately affecting
issuers. And in our view, those long-term
risks are significant, systemic and rising.
Even while many dedicated groups work
hard to limit climate change and mitigate
or adapt to its effects, the window of
opportunity to prevent lasting global
damage may be closing.
As risks mount, many issuers around
the world are shifting from climate
awareness to action, giving rise to new
investment opportunities. Many investors
are monitoring government responses
to climate risks in the form of regulation,
carbon taxes and public investment, as
well as shifts in consumer sentiment and
business models. We expect this will
change the investment landscape.
ESG-focused investment approaches
as well as broader portfolios can
be positioned to harness potential

opportunities. Fixed income markets may
present a diverse array of sustainable
investment options in the years to come.
We assess both top-down macro trends
and bottom-up ideas amid the evolving
environment of climate risk.

Pimco’s climate risk analysis framework
Climate risk features in Pimco’s proprietary
ESG scores for the issuers we evaluate. In
this way, we harmonise climate risk analysis
across asset classes and sectors. Our ESG
scores inform broad Pimco portfolios, not
only ESG-focused portfolios with specific
sustainability objectives.
To help analysts evaluate climate risk,
Pimco’s ESG specialists designed seven
Objective

Tool#
1

Lower credit
risk

2
3

Reduce
carbon
emissions

Both
objectives

proprietary tools, drawing on our decades
of experience in fixed income analysis. The
insights these tools provide are intended to
help portfolio managers to better manage
and mitigate climate-related credit risks
and align ESG dedicated portfolios with
the Paris Agreement targets – as always,
working within specific portfolio objectives
and guidelines.
These analytical frameworks serve
the whole spectrum of Pimco’s ESGspecific and broader investment
strategies and enable Pimco’s ESG
dedicated strategies to align with the
recommendations of the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures.
As we discuss in Pimco’s latest Secular
Outlook, we believe the disruptive
impact of climate change on human lives,
economic activity and financial markets
will create many winners and losers, which
will require active management of credit
and other risks. Climate-related shocks
could become more frequent and severe,
and have the potential to wreak havoc with
economic activity and inflation, and thus
could make it more difficult for investors
and central banks to separate the noise
from the signal.
As an active investment manager, Pimco
seeks to understand and act on that signal –
to proactively assess and manage the risks
and opportunities created or compounded
by climate change. Our proprietary tools
and methods are designed to help investors
navigate an uncertain future in an evolving
global economy. l

Focus

Tool

Key question

Economic impacts

Climate macro tracker

Credit risk impacts
(bottom-up)

Portfolio climate risk heat map
Issuer climate risk score

How to assess and decrease
portfolio exposure to financial
risks brought about by
climate change

4

Brown bonds

Energy and technology mix
compared with the Paris
Agreement (IEA scenarios)

How to reduce portfolio
exposure to activities
contributing to global warming

5

Carbon intensity

Portfolio carbon intensity analysis

How to reduce portfolio’s
carbon footprint

6

Green bonds

Green bonds score

How to increase portfolio’s
exposure to activities that help
mitigate global warming

7

Engagement

Expectations towards issuers on
climate change

How to influence
companies’ strategy

For illustrative purposes only. Source: Pimco (as at Jul ’19)

Disclosures For professional use only. Past performance is not a guarantee or reliable indicator of future results. This article contains the current opinions of the manager and such opinions are subject to change without notice.
This article has been distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered as investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. No part of this article may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission. Investors should
consult their investment professional prior to making an investment decision. Pimco Europe Ltd (Company No. 2604517) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK. Pimco Deutschland GmbH
(Company No. 192083) is authorised and regulated by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin). Pimco (Schweiz) GmbH (Company No. CH-020.4.038.582-2) is registered in Switzerland. ©2019, Pimco.
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Profile Jan Lecluyse, Fuchs Finance

BIG
BANG
THEORY
Fuchs Finance’s Jan Lecluyse explains why only active managers
suit long-term value investing and how boutiques can help
probe lesser-known corners of the market
David Robinson

A

couple of years ago, Jan Lecluyse invested in a fixed income value fund run
by a respected Danish asset manager.
He had done his homework; the fund’s track
record was solid.
A few months later, the fund’s management team quit after liquidity issues arose at
some of its high-yield bond investments.
Lecluyse, a fund selector at Fuchs Finance in Luxembourg, recalls that sales execs phoned him constantly assuring him the
liquidity issues were a short-term hiccup and
that the strategy would prosper under a different team.
“I was patient for more than a year.” The
new management team, however, did not

www.expertinvestoreurope.com

turn things around. By the time Lecluyse
pulled the plug on his investment, the fund
was down 20%. “It was quite a painful experience,” he says.

Flexibility training

Overexposure to illiquid assets has caused
many investors pain this year, amid the
high-profile shutdown of Neil Woodford’s
flagship fund and the liquidation of Gam’s
absolute return range.
Lecluyse concedes his experience with
the floundering Danish bond fund taught
him some vital lessons.
In June, H2O Asset Management’s bond
funds suffered huge outflows after concerns

September/October 2019 Expert Investor
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were raised about overexposure to illiquid
assets. Fuchs Finance had a stake in H2O’s
largest bond fund, Adagio.
As soon as the news broke, Lecluyse sold
Fuchs’ holdings, protecting clients from the
carnage that followed as the fund lost more
than 30%.
“By being open-minded and flexible you
can always find ways to improve your process,” he says.
Lecluyse, who grew up in Flanders,
moved to Luxembourg in the mid-1990s
after studying economics in Antwerp. After a stint as a stockpicker at BNP Paribas,
he joined Fuchs Finance in 2006 to focus on
fund selection.
The firm was set up by Frenchman Jean
Fuchs in 2001 and is now one of the largest independent asset managers in Luxembourg, managing more than €3bn in assets.
The group focuses on discretionary mandates for private investors and high networth clients via various depositary banks,
such as Banque de Luxembourg.
Lecluyse also manages Fensifund, a €17m
fund of funds to test drive investment strategies. Fensifund is invested in about 25 funds,
mainly active managers and long-term investments (see chart 1). He tracks about 150
funds on a regular basis.
“I’m interested in the big picture perspective so tend to look for long-term investments that can sometimes be more volatile,
but can also add value,” Lecluyse says.
“We try to find niches in the market other
investors are not looking at and, therefore,
have a preference for boutiques.”

Courage of your conviction

In his efforts to uncover lesser trodden corners of the market, Lecluyse trawls through
a lot of research.
“I read a lot in the fixed income, mixed asset, emerging market, global equity and thematic space to try and develop creative investment ideas,” he says. “The aim is to have
a low turnover of funds.”
“It’s hard work. We are flooded with information. Every active manager will tell you
they’ve unlocked an incredible opportunity.
“It’s really important to meet fund managers face to face. You get to see how they deal
with life and if they look tired or exhausted.
If a manager seems frustrated, I tend not
to invest. You need to have courage in your
convictions and faith in your process.
“I like consistency. If I meet a fund manager and then I follow up a few months later
and they’re doing the opposite of what they
told me, I’m not interested.”
14
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Chart 1: Fensifund fund of funds (3-yr performance)
Growth of €1,000

The benchmark pan-European index is
heavily weighted towards financial institutions that have performed badly during
market downturns, dragging down the longterm performance of any index trackers.
“Emerging market trackers, meanwhile,
are typically quite big-cap value-orientated,
so you may miss out opportunities in small
or mid-cap growing companies,” he says.
“Only an active manager can really find
long-term value opportunities.”
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Chart 2: Euro Stoxx 50 Index (15-yr performance)
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A quality Lecluyse admires in fund managers is the capacity to admit when they’re
wrong. “A question I always ask fund managers is: what was your worst experience?
When an investment did not work out, I need
to know what they learnt and how they got
over it,” he says.

Finding long-term value

Apart from the occasional short-term punt,
Lecluyse shuns index trackers and sticks
with active managers.
“My clients are not looking to follow the
markets. They want a process that makes
money over the long term. Most of our clients are not interested in exchange-traded
funds [ETFs] because a tracker just looks at
today,” he says.
Lecluyse cites the performance of ETFs
that have tracked the Euro Stoxx 50 index (see chart 2) during the past 15 years as
an example.

Lecluyse’s preference for long-term value investments and acceptance of volatility means
he is overweight on emerging markets.
“We like the Asian part of emerging markets. When you look at GDP growth in China
or India or parts of south-east Asia, it really
highlights the region’s prospects.
“In Europe, we’re stuck in weak growth,
low interest rate environments with a lot
of political confusion. In Asia, on the other hand, the demographic and consumer
growth rates are incredible.
“I am not a country bidder. I’ve no idea if
I should buy the Philippines, Indonesia or
Mexico. I know growth rates are generally
high and corporate governance and transparency is improving in some countries.
“Our job is to find good companies with
attractive valuations, and a fund manager
who knows the market and offers a sound
long-term analysis. I try to invest in Asia
funds that are domiciled in Asia and operate in the region, not based out of New York
or London.”
Lecluyse cites the Vontobel Emerging
Markets Corporate Bond Fund and the
Schroder Asian Total Return Fund as attractive long-term emerging market plays. The
Schroder’s fund is managed by Robin Parbrook and King Fuei Lee in Singapore.
“They have experience and can add value to the diversification of a portfolio,” Lecluyse says (see chart 3).
The Vontobel fund (see chart 4) is managed by Wouter van Overfelt and Sergey
Goncharov. “I like their approach and systematic analysis. They have a quant model
which helps pinpoint areas to invest in and
they have a good analysis of the premiums
between the spreads.
“I met them last year at a time when
emerging market debt was under a lot of
stress. They were down-to-earth and critical. But at the same time, they’re well informed and have a good system.
“Just like anything in life, if you’re open
minded, you can improve your process.” LW
www.expertinvestoreurope.com

Chart 3: Schroder Asian Total Return vs benchmark
Growth of €1,000
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Chart 4: Vontabel Emerging Markets vs benchmark
Growth of €1,000
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‘I’M INTERESTED IN
THE BIG PICTURE
PERSPECTIVE SO
TEND TO LOOK
FOR LONG-TERM
INVESTMENTS THAT
CAN SOMETIMES BE
MORE VOLATILE BUT
CAN ADD VALUE’
www.expertinvestoreurope.com

BIOGRAPHY
Jan Lecluyse is a partner and portfolio manager at Fuchs
Finance in Luxembourg. He previously worked at BNP Paribas
Luxembourg as head of development for Benelux clients.
Lecluyse spends his spare time gardening.
“I can spend four to six hours a week in my garden. I like
to be precise and have as much control as I can,” he says.
“When you buy funds, you can hold them for a year and have
solid profits and then one year later lose everything. But with
gardening, you’re focused on nature and can see the fruits of
your labour immediately.”
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SUSTAINABLE
INVESTING IN A
GIG ECONOMY
The gig economy is good for business, but is it good for giggers?
Nordea’s Stars framework identifies key risks associated with the
gig economy and offers food for thought for potential investors

I

f you’re a Gen-Xer or a Boomer, your
concept of work likely includes an office
building and a swivel chair. But if you’re a
Millennial, ‘work’ might mean something
entirely different. New technologies have
so transformed the traditional business
model that freelance work, or ‘gigging’, is
rapidly becoming the new normal.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported
in 2017 that 55 million people in the US
were ‘gig workers’1. This accounts for
approximately 34% of the US workforce,
projected to increase to 43% in 2020.
According to a recent McKinsey report,
the gig economy might well represent the
biggest structural shift the labour market
has seen since the Industrial Revolution.
History has shown us that dramatic
changes like this deliver big opportunities
to those in the right position to leverage
them. No doubt, savvy investors stand
to gain from this paradigm shift. In our
view, the gig economy can translate into
an attractive investment opportunity for
sustainable investors.

Disrupting value chains
Food delivery is a fitting example of how
the gig economy is disrupting traditional
value chains. Customers drawn to new
online food-delivery platforms have a
different set of needs and expectations
from the traditional pizza customer. Time
is critical – speed of delivery is the biggest
variable in customer satisfaction with
an average of 60% of consumers across
markets citing it as a key factor2.
The vast majority of orders are placed
from customers’ homes (82%) and on the
weekend (74%), making shift work the
status quo for drivers2. Delivery platforms
personalise the ordering experience by
storing relevant customer data, making
them sticky. Once customers sign up, 80%
never or rarely leave for another platform,
16
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creating a strong winner-take-all dynamic
in which the reward goes to the player
who can sign up the most customers in the
shortest amount of time.
But as we invest in this trend, we must
also ensure that the rights of ‘giggers’ are
being preserved. What happens when a
job for a lifetime becomes a job for a day?
Independent contractors are not treated
like employees of companies, they often
provide their own cars or computers, they
find and pay for their own health insurance
and save for retirement on their own. While
giggers have the flexibility to maintain their
own hours, they don’t have paid sick leave
or holiday time. Lack of job security ranks
high on the list of drawbacks.
In the new gig economy, the rules and
regulations are still being defined, and not
all companies take the same approach
to workers’ rights. For investors, it’s
important to know how a company treats
its workers because this will inevitably
impact its overall performance.

Two approaches to food delivery
Consider two very different business
models: one prioritises ESG factors
(Takeaway.com) and the other does
not (Delivery Hero). Takeaway.com is a
leading online food delivery platform with
operations in 10 European countries and
Israel. The company is headquartered in
The Netherlands, where workers’ rights are
strong, and it has made a strategic choice
to provide for a more expensive labour
cost base in order to ensure better overall
quality and sustainable business practices.
In contrast, Delivery Hero, one of the
world’s leading online food ordering and
delivery platforms, prioritises growth.
The company is expanding rapidly in
global markets including Asia, where
worker protections are not as advanced.
In September 2018, the International

Hilde Jenssen
Head of
fundamental
equities, Nordea
Asset Management

Transport Workers’ Federation called
out Delivery Hero for abandoning its
operations in Australia after failing to pay
wages and taxes there.
The main risk in our view is that the
company will face regulatory scrutiny
over how it treats its workers, and this may
force the company to take on more costs
associated with labour, which it has not
factored into its current strategy.

Invest in gigs that are good for giggers
At Nordea, we use the Stars framework to
identify key ESG risks associated with the
gig economy. Our Stars strategies invest
only in companies that live up to Nordea’s
ESG standards. To ensure this is the case,
our ESG specialists identify and score
critical ESG issues like labour policies and
worker compensation. In addition, they
carry out an in-depth analysis using data
from multiple sources (eg data published
by the company, specialised ESG datawww.expertinvestoreurope.com

New-delivery platforms have track record of customer retention
Share of customers who have never switched or rarely switch
aggregator platforms %
Europe

Middle East

Asia

Latin America

75

80

Germany

UK

Average = 77

85

Turkey

73

72

84

Korea

UAE

Saudia
Arabia

69

Brazil

Source: McKinsey consumer research (n = 10,000), Sep ’15

‘HISTORY HAS
SHOWN US
THAT DRAMATIC
CHANGES
DELIVER BIG
OPPORTUNITIES
TO THOSE IN
THE RIGHT
POSITION TO
LEVERAGE
THEM. NO
DOUBT, SAVVY
INVESTORS
STAND TO GAIN
FROM THE GIG
ECONOMY’
www.expertinvestoreurope.com

providers, international organisations and
non-governmental organisations). These
steps result in an internally-evaluated ESG
score (A/B/C).
The score is an aggregated metric that
represents Nordea Asset Management’s
view on how well a company is positioned
regarding ESG risks and opportunities. The
investment team further incorporates key
risks in the company-specific valuation
models, which include pay structure,
gender diversity and regulatory risk.
Analysis is followed up with field
trips and engagement. In the case of
Takeaway.com, we believe the market
underestimates the company’s growth
rate and longer-term profitability, driven
by demand and an attractive operating
leverage. Currently, the company is in
the early stage of development and
not profitable. As a result, the potential
outcome range is quite large and
carries risks.

The company recently announced a
potential bid for Just Eat, the leading
UK food delivery operator, which also
warrants attention on potential ESG
risks. Still, we believe Takeaway.com is
very well positioned towards consumers’
changing consumption habits and offers
an attractive investment case – stocks are
not included in Nordea strategies unless
the investment team has a compelling
valuation case. This, combined with
Takeaway.com’s clear labour policies
and strong links between KPIs and
labour conditions, made Takeaway.com
an attractive candidate for inclusion in
Nordea’s European Stars Equity strategy.
The gig economy continues to expand
with profound impact on workers,
businesses and investors. The potential for
workers and investors is great – but smart
and effective policies are needed to protect
both and to live up to the potential of this
significant technological evolution. l
1
International Labour Organization,
Helping the gig economy work better
for gig workers
2
McKinsey & Company, The changing
market for food delivery, November 2016.

Nordea Asset Management is the functional name
of the asset management business conducted by the
legal entities Nordea Invest-ment Funds S.A. and Nordea
Investment Management AB (“the Legal Entities”) and
their branches, subsidiaries and representative offices.
This document is intended to provide the reader with
information on Nordea’s specific capabilities.
This document (or any views or opinions expressed in
this document) does not amount to an investment advice
nor does it constitute a recommendation to invest in any
financial product, investment structure or instrument, to
enter into or unwind any transaction or to participate in any
particular trading strategy. This document is not an offer
to buy or sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any
security or instruments or to participate to any such trading
strategy. Any such offering may be made only by an Offering
Memorandum, or any similar contractual arrangement.
This document may not be reproduced or circulated without
prior permission. © The Legal Entities adherent to Nordea
Asset Management and any of the Legal Entities’ branches,
subsidiaries and/or representative offices.
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IT’LL ALL
COME OUT
IN THE WASH
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New EU guidelines on how companies
report climate-related information could
revolutionise sustainable investing. But will
they eradicate greenwashing?
David Burrows

F

und groups often bombard investors with acronyms and data on how they are carbon neutral and
adhere to the highest green standards. But many
fund selectors are sceptical about ‘greenwashing’ and
can find an investment’s supposedly environmental
credentials do not hold up under close scrutiny.
In June, the European Union published new guidelines on how companies report climate-related information. As part of this environmental, social and
corporate governance (ESG) protocol, two climate
benchmarks were introduced: the EU climate transition benchmark and the EU Paris-aligned benchmark.

www.expertinvestoreurope.com

‘THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR ACTIVE MANAGERS TO
PROVE THEIR WORTH IN
FINDING AND HIGHLIGHTING
TURNAROUND STORIES’
Scott Thompson, director, Impax Asset Management
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‘THERE HAS BEEN A LACK OF TRANSPARENCY
ON WHAT LIES UNDERNEATH. THE BENCHMARKS
FORCE COMPANIES TO LOOK AT THE METHODOLOGY
BEHIND HOW A PORTFOLIO IS ALIGNED’
Helena Viñes Fiestas, global head of stewardship and policy, BNP Paribas Asset Management

The benchmarks are designed to disincentivise the practice of greenwashing by bringing greater clarity to what measures companies are taking to combat climate change
and increase sustainability, rooting out those
merely paying lip service to such issues.

Temperature targets

Until now, there was no established framework to measure the alignment of an investment portfolio with a temperature scenario.
The EU climate benchmarks will indicate
which companies can demonstrate they
comply with a global temperature increase
limit of 1.5°C.
But are the guidelines fit for purpose? Ingrid Holmes, head of policy and advocacy at
Hermes Investment, thinks there is value in
the transparency and methodology the EU
has used in constructing these indices.
Pension fund investors will be able to opt
for an off-the-shelf product or buy into the
EU view. Holmes argues that from a retail
investor’s perspective, an EU endorsement
might provide greater assurance as to where
their money is being invested.
However, she has a number of concerns
about how companies will be kept in check.
“It is not clear who will be responsible for
monitoring, whether it will be regulated on
a national level or not,” she says. She is also
unsure how the climate benchmarks will
demonstrate their ability to reduce the intensity of greenhouse gas emissions on a
year-on-year basis.
Andrew Howard, head of sustainable research at Schroders, agrees with Holmes
that there are positives to be drawn from
the initiative but concedes it will take time
to evolve.
“There is a need for clarity on what benchmarks measure and how they are defined,
particularly when they are used to create investment products.
“We expect the biggest impacts to fall on
passive managers who develop products
from those benchmarks.”
He adds: “It is important to recognise that
the investment industry’s understanding of
climate change continues to develop, and
20
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flexibility is needed to promote new innovations and stronger analysis. However, bringing more clarity to those benchmarks is another piece of the puzzle of reshaping and
strengthening the financial system.”
Helena Viñes Fiestas is global head of
stewardship and policy at BNP Paribas Asset Management, and a member of the European Commission’s Technical Expert Group
on sustainable finance, which developed the
EU taxonomy.
She has been closely involved in the development of the EU climate benchmarks and
concedes there is work still to be done, but
she insists that what has been achieved so
far should not be underestimated.
“It is a massive change. Until now, there
has been a lack of transparency and clarity
on what lies underneath. The benchmarks
force companies to look at the methodology
behind how a portfolio is aligned.”

She adds: “The climate transition and EU
Paris-aligned benchmarks are both ambitious, as they send a very strong message
about the 1.5°C increase limit, but the Paris-aligned benchmark is especially ambitious as it sets a 50% emission reduction target relative to the mainstream benchmark.”

Launch opportunities

Climate change has become a hot topic, as
protestors barricade the streets and politicians debate solutions, and a raft of climate
funds launched this year.
In June, Candriam unveiled SRI Equity
Climate Action and, at the beginning of the
year, Amundi subsidiary CPR Asset Management set up a thematic fund investing
in global equities it deems best equipped to
manage climate change-related risks.
As the demand for such funds increases,
how can we be sure these investment vehiContinued on page 22

BENCHMARK
BREAKDOWN
The two climate benchmarks, the EU climate transition benchmark and the EU
Paris-aligned benchmark should fulfil four conditions:

1
2
3
4

They must demonstrate a significant decrease in overall greenhouse gas
emissions intensity compared with their underlying investment universes or
parent indices.
They must be sufficiently exposed to sectors relevant to the fight against
climate change. The EU argues that “decarbonisation cannot happen
through a shift in the allocation from sectors with high potential impact
on climate change and its mitigation – for example, energy, transport
and manufacturing – to sectors with inherently limited impact, such as
healthcare or media”.
Absolute performance must be a key factor, not just performance relative to
the index. The climate benchmarks must demonstrate their ability to reduce
the intensity of greenhouse gas emissions on a year-on-year basis.
The ‘green to brown share ratio’ of where companies derive their revenues
must be at least equal for the EU climate transition benchmark and
multiplied by at least four for the EU Paris-aligned benchmark.
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Make your investments matter.
Together we can make a difference.
Returns and Responsibility. It’s in our Nordic DNA.
Nordea STARS range
Nordea 1 – Global Climate and Environment Fund
nordea.lu/responsibleinvestment
* investing for their own account – according to MiFID definition
The sub-funds mentioned are part of Nordea 1, SICAV, an open-ended Luxembourg-based investment company (Société d’Investissement à Capital Variable), validly formed and existing in accordance with the laws of Luxembourg and with European Council
Directive 2009/65/EC of 13 July 2009. This document is advertising material and does not disclose all relevant information concerning the presented sub-funds. Any investment decision in the sub-funds should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and
the Key Investor Information Document (KIID), which are available, along with the current annual and semi-annual reports, electronically in English and in the local language of the market where the mentioned SICAV is authorised for distribution, without charge
upon request from Nordea Investment Funds S.A., 562, rue de Neudorf, P.O. Box 782, L-2017 Luxembourg, from the local representatives or information agents, or from our distributors. Investments in derivative and foreign exchange transactions may be subject to
significant fluctuations which may affect the value of an investment. Investments in Emerging Markets involve a higher element of risk. The value of shares can greatly fluctuate as a result of the sub-fund’s investment policy and cannot be ensured.
Investments in equity and debt instruments issued by banks could bear the risk of being subject to the bail-in mechanism (meaning that equity and debt instruments could be written down in order to ensure that most unsecured creditors of an
institution bear appropriate losses) as foreseen in EU Directive 2014/59/EU. For further details of investment risks associated with these sub-funds, please refer to the relevant Key Investor Information Document (KIID), available as described above.
Nordea Investment Funds S.A. has decided to bear the cost for research, i.e. such cost is covered by existing fee arrangements (Management-/Administration-Fee). Nordea Investment Funds S.A. only publishes product-related information and does not make any
investment recommendations. Published by Nordea Investment Funds S.A., 562, rue de Neudorf, P.O. Box 782, L-2017 Luxembourg, which is authorized by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier in Luxembourg. Further information can be obtained
from your financial advisor. He/she can advise you independently of Nordea Investment Funds S.A. Please note that all sub funds and share classes might not be available in your country of jurisdiction. Additional information for investors in Switzerland:
The Swiss Representative and Paying Agent is BNP Paribas Securities Services, Paris, succursale de Zurich, Selnaustrasse 16, CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Additional information for investors in Germany: The Information Agent in Germany is Société Générale
S.A. Frankfurt Branch, Neue Mainzer Straße 46-50, D-60311 Frankfurt am Main, Germany. A hard copy of the above-mentioned fund documentation is also available from here. Additional information for investors in Austria: The Information and Paying Agent in
Austria is Erste Bank der österreichischen Sparkassen AG, Am Belvedere 1, A-1100 Vienna, Austria. Additional information for investors in the Netherlands: Nordea 1, SICAV is a Luxembourg Undertaking for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities
(UCITS) registered in the Netherlands in the register kept by the AFM, and as such is allowed to offer its shares in the Netherlands. The AFM register can be consulted via www.afm.nl/register. Additional information for investors in France: With the authorisation
of the AMF the shares of the sub-funds of Nordea 1, SICAV may be distributed in France. Centralising Correspondent in France is CACEIS Bank, located at 1-3, place Valhubert, FR-75206 Paris cedex, France. Investors are advised to conduct thorough research
before making any investment decision. Additional information for investors in Belgium: The Financial Service Agent in Belgium is BNP Paribas Securities Services S.C.A., Brussels Branch, Rue de Loxum 25, BE-1000- Brussels, Belgium. A hard copy of the
above-mentioned fund documentation is available upon demand free of charge. Additional information for investors in Spain: Nordea 1, SICAV is duly registered in the CNMV official registry of foreign collective investment institutions (entry no. 340) as
authorised to be marketed to the public in Spain. The Depositary of the SICAV’s assets is, J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A. In Spain, any investment must be made through the authorised distributors and on the basis of the information contained in the mandatory
documentation that must be received from the SICAV’s authorised distributor prior to any subscription. The Representative Agent is Allfunds Bank S.A.U., C/ de los Padres Dominicos, 7, ES- 28050 Madrid, Spain. A complete list of the authorised distributors is
available in the CNMV’s webpage (www.cnmv.es). Additional information for investors in Portugal: The Management Company of the SICAV, Nordea Investment Funds, S.A., and the Depositary of the SICAV’s assets, J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A., are
validly formed and existing in accordance with the laws of Luxembourg and authorized by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier in Luxembourg. Our distributor in Portugal is BEST - Banco Electrónico de Serviço Total, S.A., duly incorporated under
the laws of Portugal and registered with the CMVM as a financial intermediary. Additional information for investors in Italy: Fund documentation as listed above is also available in Italy from the distributors and on the website www.nordea.it. The updated list of
distribution agents in Italy, grouped by homogenous category, is available from the distributors themselves or from the Paying Agents: State Street Bank International GmbH – Succursale Italia, branches (located in the main towns of each region), BNP Paribas
Securities Services - Succursale di Milano, Banca Sella Holding S.p.A, Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena S.p.A., Allfunds Bank S.A.U. Succursale di Milano, Société Générale Securities Services S.p.A., CACEIS Bank S.A – Succursale Italia and on the website
www.nordea.it. Any requests for additional information should be sent to the distributors. Before investing, please read the prospectus and the KIID carefully. We recommend that you read the most recent annual financial statement in order to be better
informed about the fund's investment policy. The prospectus and KIID for the sub-funds have been published with Consob. Additional information for investors in Sweden: The Paying Agent is Nordea Bank Abp, filial i Sverige, Smålandsgatan 17, SE-105 71
Stockholm, Sweden. The Representative Agent is Nordea Funds Ltd, Swedish Branch, Mäster Samuelsgatan 21, M541 SE-105 71 Stockholm, Sweden. Additional information for investors in Denmark: The Representative and Sub-Paying Agent is Nordea Danmark,
filial af Nordea Bank Abp, Finland, Grønjordsvej 10, DK-2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark. A hard copy of the above-mentioned fund documentation is available here. Additional information for investors in Norway: The Paying Agent is Nordea Bank Abp, filial i
Norge, Essendrops gate 7, Postboks 1166 Sentrum, NO-0107 Oslo, Norway. The Representative Agent is Nordea Funds Ltd., Norwegian Branch, Essendrops gate 7, Postboks 1166 Sentrum, NO-0107 Oslo, Norway. Additional information for investors in Finland:
The Paying Agent is Nordea Bank Abp, Satamaradankatu 5, FI-00020, Helsinki, Finland. The Representative Agent is Nordea Funds Ltd, Centralgatan/Keskuskatu 3a, FI-00020, Helsinki, Finland. Source (unless otherwise stated): Nordea Investment Funds S.A.
Unless otherwise stated, all views expressed are those of Nordea Investment Funds S.A. This document may not be reproduced or circulated without prior permission and must not be passed to private investors. This document contains information only intended
for professional investors and financial advisers and is not intended for general publication. Reference to companies or other investments mentioned within this document should not be construed as a recommendation to the investor to buy or sell the same, but is
included for the purpose of illustration
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cles will fulfil the EU benchmarks’ requirements on climate change?
Holmes is concerned there could be a rise
in bandwagon jumping by fund groups that
are keen to tap into the climate theme but
which haven’t bought wholeheartedly into
the principle.
“We may see new passive funds underpinned by these EU benchmarks, where
managers just say ‘job done’ and fail to take
their responsibility any further,” she says.
Scott Thompson, director at Impax Asset
Management, takes a similar line, suggesting fund managers in the climate change
space should take a more active approach.
“This is an opportunity for active managers to prove their worth in finding and highlighting turnaround stories,” he says, adding that the focus needs to be on more than
which companies are ‘in’ or ‘out’ based on
the climate benchmark.
“A fund might have a car parts manufacturer within the portfolio that, on the face
of it, is in a sector that does not fit with the
transition to a low-carbon world. But in this
instance, it is a company that specialises in
parts for autonomous, electric vehicles.”
This contrasts with, for example, a financial firm that may have a great track record
in terms of how it treats its employees but
has little direct bearing on carbon reduction.

From green to grey

Whether asset management companies can
fully report on their EU taxonomy aligned
‘climate change’ funds will depend on the
transparency levels of the companies.
Viñes Fiestas says: “For active fund managers, there is more room for manoeuvre
than for index tracker funds. But if they want
to market their fund as a climate-focused
product they will have to report what percentage of it complies with the taxonomy.”
In theory at least, greenwashing should
be much harder because, as Viñes Fiestas
explains, the taxonomy serves as a defined
reference point.
There will be grey areas, for instance the
Schroder International Selection Global Climate Change Equity Fund, invests in Siemens Gamesa, a leading player in the wind
energy sector. However, the parent company Siemens Group also has in interest in the
mining and oil and gas sectors.
Assuming that a multinational conglomerate such as Siemens is suitably transparent
in its ESG reporting, it should be possible to
evaluate from its disclosure whether it complies or not.
The ‘green to brown share ratio’ comes
into play in relation to where the group derives its revenues from, and must be at least
equal for the EU climate transition bench22
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‘WE MAY SEE NEW PASSIVE
FUNDS UNDERPINNED BY THESE
BENCHMARKS WHERE SOME
MANAGERS JUST SAY “JOB
DONE” AND FAIL TO TAKE THEIR
RESPONSIBILITY FURTHER’
Ingrid Holmes, head of policy and advocacy, Hermes Investment

mark and be multiplied by at least four for
the EU Paris-aligned benchmark.
According to the European Commission,
benchmarks have an important impact on
investment flows, so this should serve as an
added incentive to comply.

Unanswered questions

Where might the EU climate benchmarks
fall short? Thompson says indices in the past
have attempted to quantify aspects such as
‘green revenues’ with limited success.
He believes that, from a taxonomy perspective, the EU climate benchmarks represent the most substantial piece of work in
this area so far. The fact there are specifics
regarding the ‘green to brown share ratio’
of where companies derive their revenues
from represents progress. Carbon and temperature targets also provide a greater degree of clarity.
But in terms of running and monitoring
the benchmarks, some questions remain unanswered. First, which third-parties will be
responsible in the way FTSE International is
for the FTSE4Good Index and Dow Jones &
Company is for the DJ Sustainability Index?
As yet, this is not clear, though admittedly
we are still in the late planning stages.

The technical expert group on sustainable finance (TEG) is due to publish a final
report at the end of August 2019, with proposed implementation following that.
Viñes Fiestas, a member of the TEG, explains that more detail will need to be finalised over the next year.
“We still don’t know who will monitor the
benchmarks. It may be a body like the European Securities and Markets Authority that is
responsible for the EU Green Bond Standard.
After the final report at the end of August,
and the public consultation following that, we
will need clarity on who will act as monitor.”
She adds that assuming the report and
consultation period progress positively,
implementation should follow around 15
months later, estimating early 2021.
While admitting the benchmarks are not
perfect, as methodologies still need to improve, Viñes Fiestas insists they will evolve
over time and play an important role in making Europe carbon neutral by 2050.
“Do we really know how to conduct thorough scenario analysis today? I would say no.
Do we have all the information to provide a
carbon footprint of all portfolios? No. It will
take time to get the methodology right but
progress will be made.” LW

‘THERE IS A NEED FOR CLARITY
ON WHAT BENCHMARKS
MEASURE AND HOW THEY ARE
DEFINED, PARTICULARLY WHEN
THEY ARE USED TO CREATE
INVESTMENT PRODUCTS’
Andrew Howard, head of sustainable research, Schroders
www.expertinvestoreurope.com
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DOING
IT
RIGHT
It’s been a tough year for mutual funds but as mainstream equities
get shunned in the search for yield, private assets are gaining popularity.
Banque de Luxembourg Investments’ Patricia Kaveh welcomes the opening
up of this area but cautions clients’ needs must come first
Dylan Emery

L

ife has been hard for fund managers in
recent months. There have been significant outflows from mutual funds across
Europe since the fourth quarter of 2018 –
and it’s only now starting to ease up.
As head of international distribution for
Banque de Luxembourg Investments (BLI),
Patricia Kaveh has seen troubles all around.
“If we consider the investment fund industry in general, the flows have been very
challenging from the beginning of the year,
with outflows of equities and inflows of plain
vanilla bonds. This is clearly showing our clients are risk-averse.”
The pan-Europe flows chart (see page 28)
shows consistent net negative flows since
September 2018, which only turned positive
again in June 2019. That is the aggregated
numbers but, of course, each segment of the
investing community has had its own pattern of behaviour.
“On the bank distribution side they are
looking for alternatives to cash, as money markets in euro are negative,” she says.
“They are trying to find some performance
without taking too much risk. On the institutional side the challenge is more about yield,
especially for insurance companies.”

www.expertinvestoreurope.com

History lesson

However, not all areas have been struggling.
While the mainstream equity markets are
treated with suspicion, other strategies have
been gaining ground, particularly in the private assets area.
“When I meet colleagues in the industry,
those with private debt products have been
very happy since the beginning of the year.”
According to Kaveh, as the wholesale
market has taken a more institutionalised
approach, private banks have become increasingly interested in private debt, private
equity and infrastructure.
“You now have the emergence of new fund
structures, like the Long Term Investment
Fund [LTIF], which allow retail access to private debt and private equity.”
An LTIF is the EU’s attempt to provide
broader market access to strategies that are
less liquid, in a vehicle that offers some kind
of clarity and protection.
However, while Kaveh might welcome the
general opening up of private assets to the
retail market, she warns that intermediaries
must tread carefully. We have mostly been in
a bull market since 2007, she says. Throughout history, at the end of a bull market
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‘WE HAVE THE REGULATORY RESPONSIBILITY TO MAKE SURE
WE SELL THE RIGHT PRODUCT TO THE RIGHT CLIENT’
Patricia Kaveh, head of international distribution, Banque de Luxembourg Investments
illiquid strategies have come to the fore and
have finally been sold to the retail market,
often just before things go wrong.
“At the beginning of the 2000-2007 period, hedge funds were only for super-high
net-worth individuals and big institutions,”
says Kaveh. “At the end of that time, you had
wholesale clients going in. Fund managers sometimes have to protect clients from
themselves and keep some products only for
institutional clients. If we don’t, history will
repeat itself.”

Client appropriateness

It is a common observation that when
retail investors have been punished in
this way, it is not because the underlying
investments have suddenly collapsed but
because all the retail investors are trying
to exit simultaneously, which itself brings
about the crisis.
Kaveh doesn’t agree this makes investors their own worst enemies. “It’s true that
anything can become illiquid. I’m not even
speaking about private debt or private equity; I’m speaking about European small-caps,
for instance. If everyone is taking their money out, you might not find a buyer.”
She believes fund managers still have a
duty to make sure their investors are aware
of what can happen, however, even in the
worst-case scenario. “We have the regulatory responsibility to make sure we sell the
right product to the right client with the
right time horizon,” she says.
It makes sense that selling private assets to an investor who is more likely to be
a forced buyer than an institution should be
avoided. But it’s not the case that end investors are incapable of making long-term investments – take pensions, for example. Kaveh concedes there may be situations where
it is appropriate.
“It depends in which country you are and
how the regulatory system works,” she says.
“In Sweden, for instance, 2.5% of pensionable income is paid to the compulsory funded pension scheme.”
The money is deposited in individual investment accounts with individual choice.
Employees can choose to have their premiums invested in up to five funds out of more
than 700 mutual funds offered by independent fund managers.
Last year, the state Premium Pension
Authority (PPM) conducted an exercise to
26
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Pan-Europe fund flows
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make sure the interests of Swedish investors were being addressed. The regulators
made it tougher for asset managers: BLI had
to re-register all its funds on the platform
and answer huge due diligence questions –
in Swedish.
“We had to fill out 17 or 18 Swedish fund
PPMs,” Kaveh says. “But it was right to protect the interests of the Swedish investors.”
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BIOGRAPHY
Patricia Kaveh joined Banque de Luxembourg Investments as
head of international distribution in January 2018. Before that
she was responsible for fund distribution in France, Monaco
and Geneva for Henderson Global Investors for 13 years. Prior to
this, she was at Merrill Lynch Investment Managers in Paris and
in Luxembourg.

This leaves a question mark over hedge
funds and whether there is still space for
them in the wholesale market, given their
recent drop in popularity.
“With hedge funds, you have to bear in
mind there are some markets that are better for alternatives than others,” points out
Kaveh. “Last year was very challenging for
hedge funds. There were huge correlations
in 2018 between hedge fund strategies in
March and in December, for instance.”
The one thing hedge investors don’t want
is a high correlation between their strategy and mainstream asset classes. If investors had known that was a possibility, there
might have been less disappointment.
Once again it is a question of making
sure that end investors are aware of what
the possible outcomes are. Fund managers
shouldn’t ignore their part in the sales process – it’s not all up to the intermediary.
It’s not that the fund industry should keep
hedge strategies and private assets only for
the highly sophisticated investors, the institutions, etc. Rather it’s the communication
about the possible outcomes of those investments and how they fit in a diversified portfolio that needs to be improved.
“We should also think about offering solutions, not funds,” says Kaveh. “We need to
provide different solutions for the different
needs of clients and market periods.” When
it comes to private assets, not only are those
strategies potentially very useful for all investors but, according to Kaveh, it’s economically essential they be allowed to thrive.
“There will continue to be a huge market
for private debt and private equity,” she says,
“and that’s because we need them to finance
economic growth. We can’t rely on the banks
to do that.”
If we fail to create suitably structured,
well-communicated private asset strategies,
it’s not just the investor that will lose out – it
is the global economy. LW
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Jupiter Asset Management

PROTEIN POWERED CREDIT
Beef and poultry prices have soared this year
following the unprecedented African swine flu
epidemic in China. Ariel Bezalel, head of strategy,
fixed income at Jupiter, explains how the huge pork
supply loss from China that has resulted is likely to
reshape the global protein market for years to come

T

here is a cruel irony that 2019
marks the year of the pig in the
Chinese zodiac. African swine flu
is harmless to humans but fatal,
incurable and highly contagious for pigs.
Since the outbreak began in China last
August, the government has been working
hard to get the disease under control,
with limited success. The virus has now
also spread to pig populations in other
countries in the region. In May, Vietnam
reported1 that they had culled 1.5 million
pigs in an effort to stem the epidemic.
Official reports from China last year
initially indicated that only 1% of their hog
population (or 1 million) had been culled
to prevent further contamination. Then, in
February 2019, reports stated a 17% yearon-year decline in hogs and a 19% decline
in sows. 2 This translates into around 62
million on an absolute basis. Given this
data is delayed and the disease is still far
from under control, actual numbers
may well be higher.
Pork is a key staple food in China
and before the culls the total pig herd
population in China was around 400
million. China is both the world’s largest
producer and consumer of pork. It
produces 47% of the world’s pigs, or more
than 54 million tonnes in 2018. It is a minor
net importer of pork, having consumed
about 55 million tonnes of pork last year,
almost half the global total.3 Analysts at
BofAML estimate the supply gap left by the
disease could be up to 17 million tonnes,
which is 30% of China’s pork production
and 15% of global production.4

Supply gap
Given the huge supply loss in China and
across the region, and the fact that it can
take up to two years for hog production to
get back to pre-contamination levels, it was
no exaggeration when the CEO of Tyson
Foods said in May that he had “never seen
an event that has the potential to change
28
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fixed income,
Jupiter Asset
Management

protein production and consumption
patterns as African swine fever does.”5
The supply loss in China has already
driven higher demand and higher prices for
alternative sources of protein like chicken
and beef, as well as pork. China imported
106,000 tonnes of pork from the US during
just one week in May this year, despite 62%
tariffs – an increase from just 1,300 tonnes
the previous year. Pork processing margins
are expected to increase by around 300
basis points in 2019.6 Another tailwind
for chicken producers has been declining
Chinese soybean demand (as it’s a key hog
feed component), which is contributing to
lower poultry feed costs.
The US and Brazil are two of the
largest animal-based protein producers
in the world, with the natural resources
to support the world with chicken, beef
and pork meat. Based on recent data, US
chicken pricing has already risen 4.3%
year on year with margins expanding by
667 basis points (chicken prices benefit
from the shorter animal lifecycle, which
allows producers to more easily fill the pork
supply gap with a cheaper protein). US
beef pricing has also benefited, rising 4%
year on year with margins increasing 184
basis points from 10 year-highs achieved
in 2018.7

Protein projection
My team at Jupiter realised the impact
African swine flu could have on global
markets shortly after the outbreak
began last August. In our global
unconstrained bond strategy, we
already held securities from JBS USA,
which is the US credit entity of
Brazil-based JBS SA, the largest
global beef and pork processing
company. Our credit research in this
area and relationship with JBS
management alerted us early on
to the widespread impact the swine
flu outbreak could have on global
protein production.
When JBS took advantage of
renewed investor appetite this year
(its bonds are trading at their highest
levels for two years and its share price
is at an all-time high) to issue bonds to
reduce their refinancing risk, we
didn’t hesitate to participate in its new
issuance, given their market share, low
leverage, and strong free cashflow.
Our exposure to the protein
producer theme now makes up 2%
of the bonds in our strategy. As well
as JBS, we also hold bonds from
Pilgrim’s Pride, which represents
JBS’s poultry operations in the US,
www.expertinvestoreurope.com

OPPORTUNITIES
China’s supply loss exceeds the entire US pig population
Hog herd – LHS

Sow herd – RHS
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China is the largest producer and consumer of pork
% of global total
Vietnam
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Pork production
China 47

Mexico and Europe and already has
a strong credit profile; Marfrig, the
fourth largest beef producer in the US;
as well as two special situations already
in the strategy, poultry producers
Boparan (UK) and Simmons Foods (US),
that have benefited from increased
export demand, higher chicken pricing
and lower feed costs.
Given the severity of African swine
flu outbreak, the supply loss, and the
time it takes for herds to recover, we
believe the market may well be

disrupted for at least the next one
to two years, which should benefit these
global protein producers. l
Bloomberg, 20 May 2019
Bank of America Merrill Lynch, June 2019
3
USDA, Financial Times
4
Bank of America Merrill Lynch, June 2019
5
Noel White, Tyson Foods CEO, Q1 earnings
call update, 6 May 2019
6
USDA, Bank of America Merrill Lynch,
Jupiter research
7
Bloomberg, June 2019
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Risks associated with the funds: The funds invest in emerging markets which carry increased volatility and liquidity risks. In difficult market conditions, it may
be harder for the manager to sell assets at the quoted price, which could have a negative impact on performance. In extreme market conditions, the funds’ ability
to meet redemption requests on demand may be affected. Monthly income payments will fluctuate. Some share classes charge all of their expenses to capital,
which can reduce the potential for capital growth. Please see the Prospectus for information. These funds can invest more than 35% of their value in securities
issued or guaranteed by an EEA state. The KIID and Prospectus are available from Jupiter on request. The Jupiter Global Emerging Markets Short Duration Bond
may invest in bonds which have a low or no credit rating including high yield and distressed bonds. These bonds may offer a higher income but carry a greater
risk of default, particularly in volatile markets. The Jupiter Global Emerging Markets Corporate Bond investsa primarily in bonds which have a low or no credit
rating including high yield and distressed bonds. These bonds may offer a higher income but carry a greater risk of default, particularly in volatile markets. The
fund uses derivatives, which may increase volatility. Investment in financial derivative instruments can introduce leverage risks which can amplify gains or losses
in the fund. Counterparty risk may cause losses to the fund.
Important information
This document is intended for investment professionals and is not for the use or benefit of other persons, including retail investors. This document is for informational purposes only and is not investment advice. Market
and exchange rate movements can cause the value of an investment to fall as well as rise, and you may get back less than originally invested. The views expressed are those of the Fund Manager at the time of writing, are not
necessarily those of Jupiter as a whole and may be subject to change. This is particularly true during periods of rapidly changing market circumstances. Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the information, but no
assurance or warranties are given. Holding examples are for illustrative purposes only and are not a recommendation to buy or sell. Issued by Jupiter Asset Management International S.A. registered address: 5, Rue Heienhaff,
Senningerberg L-1736, Luxembourg which is authorised and regulated by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier. For investors in Switzerland and the UK: Issued by Jupiter Asset Management Limited which
is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, registered address is The Zig Zag Building, 70 Victoria Street, London, SW1E 6SQ. No part of this content may be reproduced in any manner without the prior
permission of Jupiter Asset Management Limited or Jupiter Asset Management International S.A. 23980
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01 PROFILES & ANALYSIS
The Woodford saga

SEISMIC
DRIFT
x

Industry experts are pointing to a slow style drift down the market cap
spectrum as a probable cause for the alarming recent performance of
Neil Woodford’s Equity Income Fund
Jessica Tasman-Jones
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“T

he reason we bought into Woodford in the first place was for downside protection,” says investment
manager Jen Causton on why Architas was
among a number of investors that followed
the star manager from Invesco to his new
shop. Woodford Equity Income raised a record €1.7bn when it launched in June 2014.
The fund was based on a track record of
large-cap defensive stocks with a small tail
of unquoted and small-cap companies the
manager had built up at Invesco Perpetual.
Woodford had pledged to deliver high
single-digit annualised total returns for investors over a three- to five-year period. By
the time the Woodford Equity Income Fund
turned five in June 2019, it had been suspended for several weeks. If investors had
been able to redeem their money, they’d be
looking at a 4.65% loss since launch, compared with 34.17% gains in the FTSE AllShare, FE Analytics data shows.
Architas saw red flags in 2017, according to
Causton. “The information ratio on the fund
was starting to fall, as was the downside
protection ratio.” The Axa-owned manager pulled its €37m stake in Woodford in November 2017 when the fund’s returns since
launch were nearing 40% and were over 10
percentage points higher than the index.
Causton says it was Woodford’s less defensive style more so than his slide down the
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market-cap spectrum that concerned her,
even though the latter is what ultimately led
to the fund’s suspension. “In my experience,
no UK equity fund manager we’ve held has
shifted this much.”
The last time she met with him, in 2017,
she was concerned about the size of his contrarian bets in the portfolio, particularly in
banks and housebuilders.

Get the drift

Against charges of style drift, Woodford Investment Management has pointed out the
manager had a track record of investing in
small, unquoted companies while at Invesco.
But in September 2016, the shift down the
market-cap spectrum was enough to warrant head of investment communications
Mitchell Fraser-Jones to publish an update,
entitled Evolution, not revolution.
In it he stated: “We remain absent from
the parts of the market that look most vulnerable to the economic headwinds and
have focused the portfolio towards companies that can deliver sustainable growth in
spite of them.
“Some of the larger-cap businesses that
have exited the portfolio still look capable of
delivering growth but other opportunities,
some of them in smaller, earlier-stage businesses, have surpassed them in terms of attractiveness and conviction.”
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The Woodford saga

‘WOODFORD MADE HIS TRACK RECORD NOT
BECAUSE OF STOCKPICKING BUT ON SOME
STRONG CONTRARIAN BETS’
Charles Younes, research manager, FE Analytics

The launch of Income Focus in March
2017 was when the shift in holdings in Equity Income started to concern Adrian Lowcock. The flagship Equity Income Fund had
previously held companies associated with
Woodford in his top 10, but that year he sold
down his bet on pharmaceuticals in favour
of domestics and housebuilders.
Lowcock also struggles to think of a manager who has shifted style as much as Woodford, pointing to Scottish Mortgage’s move
into unquoteds as the closest analogy, albeit
in an investment trust structure.
When Woodford Equity Income first
launched, its rivals were his previous fund,
Invesco Income, says Lowcock, plus mainstream UK equity income funds, such as Artemis Income and Threadneedle UK Equity
Income – both of which have gained business from professional investors that have
dropped Woodford Equity Income.
The Merian UK smaller companies team
or Marlborough smaller companies fund
range might now be better alternatives, he
says, but even these do not invest in unlisted
stocks or domestic spaces.

Changing of the guard

Astrazeneca, Glaxosmithkline and British
American Tobacco led the top-10 holdings
when Woodford Equity Income debuted in
June 2014. Woodford had shunned sectors
that were deemed vulnerable to a faltering
economy, while tobacco and pharmaceuticals fit the bill due to strong balance sheets
and attractive valuations, the company said
at the time.
Five years later, none of those companies feature in the top 10. Instead, Burford
Capital, Barratt Developments and Taylor
Wimpey make up the top three. Benevolent AI, Theravance Biopharma and Oxford
Nanopore all feature in the top-10 despite
being unlisted. In fact, the amount allocated to large caps in the Woodford Equity Income Fund, 72.53%, is virtually the same as
the 71.49% that had been allocated to small
and micro caps by April 2019, according to
Morningstar data (see chart above). Its allocation to large caps is currently just 3.16%.
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Woodford Equity Income Fund allocation
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Woodford vs Equity Income rivals
%
3-mth

6-mth

1-yr

3-yr

Artemis Income

4.31

LF Woodford Equity Income

-12.7

TB Evenlode Income

5-yr

14.08

-1.75

32.52

37.12

-11.26

-21.95

-18.13

-4.81

11.91

20.82

15.30

56.31

83.71

Threadneedle UK Equity Income 2.56

9.47

-3.41

27.03

33.71

IA UK Equity Income sector

11.25

-2.29

25.47

29.75

Source: FE Analytics

2.91

Pre-Brexit, a bearish outlook for the UK
economy was a persistent theme in Woodford’s investment thesis. For example, he
poured cold water on the economic forecasts
in the 2015 Budget, predicting GDP growth
of 2.3-2.4% over the five years to 2020 because it was too high compared with the 1.8%
averaged over the previous five years.
A month ahead of the Brexit referendum,
the Woodford team said the UK economy
was so unbalanced that “something has to
give”. House prices, a record-low savings
ratio and an “all-time extreme” current account deficit of 5% of GDP were highlighted
as the main concerns.
Woodford started to highlight the valuation opportunity in UK equities in a Q&A
feature that appeared on the Hargreaves
Lansdown website on October 2016, whereby he stated he was mulling a US dollar
hedge for the first time since 2008. However,
it was not until the following summer he officially declared his contrarian bet on the UK
economy, explaining his positions in housebuilders, banks and domestic cyclicals.
It is this investment outlook Woodford uses
to justify his current positioning. However,
one investment manager our sister publication Portfolio Adviser spoke with questioned
the way that stance was expressed in the
top-10 holdings. Barratt Developments, Taylor Wimpey and Countryside Properties are
the three holdings that could be described as
cheap UK stocks, he says. At a stretch, Burford, a company that lends money to US lawyers, could also be included. But the rest are
largely speculative biotech companies alongside doorstep lender Provident Financial.
In contrast, Astrazeneca and Glaxosmithkline are the top two holdings in Threadneedle UK Equity Income, while Artemis
Income also holds Glaxosmithkline alongside Legal & General and Tesco, other stocks
Woodford has held in the past. Evenlode Income, which Architas switched into after
pulling funds from Equity Income, holds
Reckitt Benckiser, a former Woodford stock
sold on the basis of valuation.
Before March 2017, Woodford’s allocation
to what Morningstar categorises as ‘giant
www.expertinvestoreurope.com

‘I RESPECT THE FACT FUND MANAGERS NEED TO
HOLD THEIR NERVE BUT IT FELT LIKE A LOT OF
BETS WERE ALL POINTING THE SAME WAY’
Jen Causton, investment manager, Architas

cap’ had ranges from 37.26% and 49.73%. In
April 2017 it fell to 30.67% and then steadily
reduced until it hit single digits in February
2018. There has been zero allocation to giant
caps since August 2018. It was during this
shift out of giant caps that Woodford Equity Income was officially booted out of the
Investment Association UK Equity Income
sector, instead becoming an IA UK All-Companies fund in March 2018.

Woodford Equity Income stocks in 2014
%

Ratings war

Woodford’s shift down the market-cap spectrum is evident in the risk rating for the fund
at Dynamic Planner, which upgraded him
from an eight to a nine in late 2018.
However, using volatility as a basis for risk
would have resulted in a rating of around
five or six because of Woodford’s less liquid
holdings, according to head of asset and risk
modelling Abhimanyu Chatterjee.
“When one holds small cap or unquoted
stocks, the problem is that because there
is no trading volume, there is no volatility
in the market. It gaps down. Second, if you
have unquoted stocks, those are revalued
once a year. It’s like private equity.”
Dynamic Planner increased the rating for
the portfolio due to the unquoted holding increasing, the sector bias and the move out of
liquid large-cap stocks.
“Over the past five to seven years, even
though market volatility and income have
been so low, there has been a higher incidence of equity income moving into small
and mid-caps, but not to the extent we saw in
Woodford,” says Chatterjee. Most equity income funds have a risk rating around seven
or eight, he says.
In March this year, Woodford Income Focus was shifted from the IA Specialist sector to UK Equity Income. That same month,
Equity Income switched a batch of unquoted stocks in exchange for Woodford Patient
Capital Trust stocks. “We believe we have a
more clearly defined product set, making investor choices easier,” Woodford Investment
Management said at the time, perhaps the
closest it has come to acknowledging a potential style drift.
www.expertinvestoreurope.com

Stock
Astrazeneca

The bets are off

Weight
8.3

Glaxosmithkline

7.11

British American Tobacco

6.2

BT

6.02

Imperial Tobacco

5.31

Roche

3.9

Imperial Innovations

3.6

Reynolds American

3.55

Rolls-Royce

3.47

Capita

3.36

Total

50.82

Source: FE Analytics

Woodford Equity Income stocks in 2019
%
Stock

Weight

Burford Capital

6.85

Barratt Developments

6.62

Taylor Wimpey

5.37

Benevolent AI

5.23

Provident Financial

4.9

Theravance Biopharma

3.93

Countryside Properties

3.21

IP Group

3.07

Oxford Nanopore

3.01

Autolus

2.89

Total
Source: FE Analytics

45.08

Not everyone accuses Woodford of style
drift. “Woodford was always invested in
small cap or unquoted companies at Invesco Perpetual,” says FE research manager Charles Younes. “Nothing has changed
there. Woodford has made his track record
not because of stockpicking but because of
some strong contrarian bets, especially industry bets.
“During the financial crisis it was about
avoiding banks. In 2010 and 2011, he started to buy a lot of pharmaceuticals. Not one
or two but a lot of them at a time when many
people were shying away from them. From
that point of view, it’s in line with our expectations.” The reason FE dropped Woodford
Equity Income from its favourite funds list
was the lack of resources focused on largecap stockpicking.
Woodford has drawn on his track record
of taking contrarian bets that have ultimately paid off in response to criticism of his underperformance. But Causton says his past
contrarian bets have been defensive in nature, with Woodford shunning the technology and banking sectors when everyone else
was risk-on.
His current contrarian bet is against UK
bears. Causton says: “I was a little bit worried about style drift because I was thinking
if everything goes wrong with Brexit then
I’m not going to get my downside protection
with this fund. I respect the fact fund managers need to hold their nerve and add to attractively valued areas in times of weakness,
but it felt like a lot of bets were all pointing
the same way.”
Most fund managers have broad enough
objectives for style drift not to be a de jure issue, says GBI2 managing director Graham
Bentley. In the case of Woodford Equity Income, the objective is “to provide a level of
income together with capital growth”. Its
policy is to invest 70% of the portfolio in UK
listed shares. According to Bentley, the de
facto style drift professional investors allude
to is their perception of what Woodford was
good at, namely a long bet of large-cap defensive stocks. LW
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SPONSORED CONTENT
Natixis Investment Managers

INVESTING IN THE
The Future of Portfolios
brought together fund buyers,
and managers from Natixis
Investment Managers and their
affiliates, to debate how ESG,
thematics and alternatives are
changing perspectives

I

n the future, everyone will be invested in
megatrends – it is just a question of what
percentage of their portfolios will be held
in the sector. It’s a bold statement and
one of several themes discussed in
The Future of Portfolios roundtable,
hosted by Last Word in association
with Natixis Investment Managers (Natixis).
With the shape of investment portfolios
set to alter drastically in the coming
15 years, Last Word brought together
a selection of fund buyers, and managers
from Natixis and their affiliates, to debate
the future direction of investments.
Chaired by Square Mile’s Jason Broomer,
the panel explored the rise of ESG, the
increased use of alternative assets and the
emergence of thematic investing as they
explored how portfolios have changed and
what they might look like in the future.
“Traditional methods of diversifying
portfolios are becoming increasingly
weak,” began Broomer. “Not only are
government bond yields at very low levels,
but the integration of global financial
markets means investing internationally
provides much less diversification than it
once did. Set against this background, will
thematic investing provide a solution and
what direction of travel will it be heading
in the next 10-20 years?”

Portfolio construction
“The challenge for us is trying to marry the
traditional tactical asset allocation and
strategic asset allocation approach with
thematics, which is generally global,” said
Matthew Stanesby of Close Brothers Asset
Management. “We have to make sure our
clients understand if they are buying a
thematic fund, they are going to be doing
so for the long term.”
The problem for Stanesby is that even
though clients say they want to invest for
34
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ROUNDTABLE
PARTICIPANTS
Top row, left to right:
Hilary Coghill, investment director, City
Asset Management; Matthew Stanesby,
investment director, Close Brothers
Asset Management; Jens Peers,
CIO sustainable equities and
fixed income, Mirova
Middle row, left to right:
James Beaumont, head of portfolio
research and consulting group, Natixis
Investment Managers; Daniel Nicholas,
client portfolio manager, Harris
Associates; Simon Gottelier, portfolio
manager, Thematics Asset Management;
Jeremy Ward, director, Coutts & Co
Bottom row, left to right:
Jason Broomer, head of investment,
Square Mile (chairman); Esty Dwek,
head of global market strategy, dynamic
solutions, Natixis Investment Managers;
Jordan Sriharan, head of fund research,
Thomas Miller Investments
the long term, when the going gets tough
this time horizon can quickly shorten.
“Generally, we use thematics where they
are predominantly a global equity-type
replacement,” he said. “It does not work for
all thematic funds but, over a sensible, fiveyear plus timeframe, it is a good strategy.”
Esty Dwek of Natixis added: “One of
the things we are seeing is more investors
wanting to move away from the short-term
uncertainty of markets and look to the
future with more confidence, whether this
is investing in thematics or megatrends,
responsible investing, or just trying to pick
those businesses or adding alternatives.
“All of these are complements to
your more traditional asset classes,
meaning it is not one versus the other,
it is one with the other to help with longterm diversification.”

The rise of ESG
Jens Peers of Mirova noted that several
years ago, many thought sustainable
investing “was for hippies” and not an area
in which you hunt for returns.

“More recently, that has all changed,”
he said.
“In areas like Europe, ESG investing
has become much more mainstream.
Firstly, performance has been good,
while high-profile examples of companies
with poor sustainability practices
– such as Volkswagen or BP in the Gulf
of Mexico – have shifted the mindset of
people in general.
“If you believe the statistics, over
$30trn is already invested in some form
of sustainable investing and it is certainly
www.expertinvestoreurope.com

FUTURE

This, she argued, places the onus on
end investors to understand fully
what they are getting into.
She said: “Those around this table
understand what we are talking about,
but the end investor gets very moved by
what they read in the paper or reacts to
short-term news. This places emphasis on
us, as fund managers, to explain to them
that there is a halfway house between
ethical and non-ethical investing.”
Asked if there was a split in demand
for ESG between the older generation
and millennials, Jeremy Ward, portfolio
manager at Coutts, said that while the
concept resonated well across all its clients,
there has definitely been a push from the
younger generation.
“The key point with ESG is that
groups integrate into their investment
process, meaning they are on point with
governance,” he added. “It comes down
to: why would you want to invest in a
company with bad governance?”

The shape of things to come

one of the areas of the market that is
growing the fastest.”
Explaining the rise in demand for ESG,
Hilary Coghill of City Asset Management
added: “The young millennials are worried
about the future and the only way you
can protect the environment is to engage
early on. Among older people there is also
a thrust of awareness that we are busily
destroying our planet unless we
do something about it.”
The problem for Coghill is a lack of
definition regarding what ESG investing is.
www.expertinvestoreurope.com

“Ahead of this event we were asked
to think about what portfolios will
look like in 15 years’ time and this really
goes to the heart of thematic investing,”
said Simon Gottelier of Thematics
Asset Management.
“We run a safety fund, an artificial
intelligence and robotics fund, and a water
fund, all of which are strategies driven by
what we call primary forces. That is, those
things that are here to stay and which will
be the drivers of economic changes for
the next 50 to 100 years.
For Jordan Sriharan, Thomas Miller
Investments, when it comes to investing in
either thematic or ESG funds, there is
an added level of requirement to
understand the style of the buyer.
“Many thematic and ESG funds claim to
have a higher amount of mid-cap growthtype names in their portfolios,” he said.
“This means that in your traditional
regional approach, where you may have a
US growth manager and an Asian growth
manager, adding these thematic funds
requires you understand the style of the
manager you are buying.
“It is not just a US versus Asia versus
technology story, it is actually ‘are you
compounding your portfolio and giving
it a mid-cap growth element that, instead
of diversifying your portfolio, ends up
over-correlating it?’”

Closet tracking is the villain
One of the major discussion points in
the past decade has been active versus

passive funds. However, looking forward
to the next 10 years, the panel agreed that
the more pressing issue is that of closet
index tracking.
“Not all active managers are created
equal,” said Daniel Nicholas from Harris
Associates. “It is time to reframe the active
passive debate and instead look at the
issue of closet tracking, which is bad for
the whole industry.
“This is when managers become so
afraid of losing their job, from losing assets
by underperforming in the short term.
They hug the benchmark but still charge
an active fee. We would argue closet is the
villain here, not indexing.”
Indeed, Nicholas and many of
those around the table agreed that
combining indexes with active
management is a good long-term
solution for end investors.
“There is a great opportunity to
put your money in passive in the short
term and then allow your money to work
on your behalf in the long term in active,”
said Nicholas.
James Beaumont of Natixis agreed,
noting more investors are adopting such
a core/satellite approach.
“It all comes down to what is your value
proposition,” he said. “If that proposition
is tactical asset allocation, perhaps the
purest and cheapest expression of this
leads you towards passive investing.
However, if your value proposition to
clients is due diligence and manager
selection, you will probably want to find the
best active managers who will outperform
in the long term.
“People are still willing to pay for those
active funds that can demonstrate longterm performance.” l
FOR INVESTMENT PROFESSIONALS ONLY
All investing involves risk, including the risk of capital loss.
This material is provided for informational purposes only
and should not be construed as investment advice. The
analyses, opinions, and certain of the investment themes and
processes referenced herein represent the views of Natixis
Investment Managers, its affiliates and other associates as
of July 2019. The views and opinions expressed may change
based on market and other conditions. There can be no
assurance that developments will transpire as forecast,
and actual results may vary. The investment firms quoted
in the article conduct regulated activities only in and from
the jurisdictions in which they are licensed or authorized.
Their services and the products may not be available to all
investors in all jurisdictions. Provided by Natixis Investment
Managers UK Limited to Last Word Media (UK) Ltd for
a European professional audience. Natixis Investment
Managers UK Limited is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority (register no. 190258).
Registered Office: Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited,
One Carter Lane, London, EC4V 5ER. Natixis Investment
Managers is the holding company of a diverse line-up of
specialised investment management and distribution
entities worldwide. For more information visit:
www.im.natixis.com
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MULTIPLE CHOICE
case, the challenge came from Invesco and
Aviva. The launch of Invesco Global Targeted Returns and Aviva Multi-Strategy Targeted Returns soon followed.

Multi-strategy fund managers have had a lean time since the unravelling of
the ‘Gars’ phenomenon but the sector’s ability to offer decent returns during
downturns has led many fund groups to seek new approaches to make it work

T

he past year has been rough for alternative multi-strategies. These are funds
that can invest across asset classes and
often have an absolute return target, yet
during 2018 the sector sustained outflows of
€16.8bn after a run of disappointing performances. As if that was not enough, a further
€16.5bn was lost during the first half of 2019,
according to Morningstar estimates.
More than anything else, these figures
tell the story of the unwinding of Aberdeen Standard Life’s famed Global Absolute Return Strategy (Gars). Launched in
2008, Gars became by far the most significant driver of asset growth within European
multi-strategy.
36
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Investors sought alternatives during an
era of zero-bound bond yields and rising equity valuations, and for a long period of time
Gars was able to produce a positive return
despite tough market conditions.
This included the volatility of 2011, when
the European equity market suffered a significant drop and southern European government bonds experienced a wild ride amid
the euro crisis.
Gars became almost a ‘must-have’ within UK adviser portfolios, and a Luxembourg
sibling fund launched in 2011 quickly grew
to be one of continental Europe’s biggest investment funds. As is often the case, a product that sells well finds competitors. In Gars’

Taking flight

Matias Möttölä
Associate director,
multi-asset and
alternatives,
Morningstar

Gars performance began to soften in 2015,
with 2016 marking its first calendar-year
losses. This caused investor net flows to turn
negative. Then, in 2018, the strategy hit an
even more difficult patch, accelerating the
asset flight to unforeseen heights.
Money has continued to flow out of the
two Gars funds this year. This is despite a
positive year-to-date performance as new
lead manager Aymeric Forest tries to turn
the ship around.
Invesco Global Targeted Returns, which
rose to became Europe’s largest multi-strategy as Gars assets fell, has also had negative
performance in recent years. Unlike Gars,
its difficulties have continued in 2019, with
www.expertinvestoreurope.com

the S EUR Acc share class suffering one-year
losses of 3.6%, while Gars Z Acc EUR share
class has pulled off a 3.19% performance.
Aviva has lost 1.95% from its Z €Acc Acc
share class. Standard Life’s Gars and Invesco
Global Targeted Returns both carry a Morningstar Analyst Rating of Neutral. Both also
have UK-domiciled funds that are larger
than their continental siblings.
Gars, Invesco Global Targeted Returns
and Aviva Multi-Strategy Targeted Returns
do exhibit some market directionality, but
it tends to be limited. Their focus is on rel-

‘LAUNCHED IN 2008,
GARS BECAME THE
MOST SIGNIFICANT
DRIVER OF ASSET
GROWTH IN EUROPEAN
MULTI-STRATEGY’

ative value trades, so these funds are highly dependent on the success rate of portfolio
managers’ investment calls.
Relative-value managers have had a hard
time of late. In addition, many multi-strategy funds trade heavily in derivatives. This
can leave offsetting cash sitting in money
market instruments that yield close to nothing or even have negative returns.
In contrast, DWS Concept Kaldemorgen,
the most successful multi-strategy in terms
of flows, has profited from a strong correlation with equities. It has returned 4.66% in

FUNDS TO WATCH
3-YR PERFORMANCE
l

Common to top-performing funds in the alternative multi-strategy category
in the past three years has been high exposure to the equity market, making
these funds often more volatile than their European peers. The value of E&L
Strategiefonds Global, for example, has moved up and down even more
than the equity market over the past three years. Investors should be aware
of the high risk embedded in such funds.

Three small funds from the German Akzent Invest Fonds 1 Bonus series
have made it to the list of three-year strongest performers within the multistrategy category. The funds combine a swap derivative structure to fixedincome instruments, with the aim of capturing the upside of the Euro Stoxx
50 equity index while limiting downside risk through a systematic strategy.
x This structure seems to have worked well recently.

Risk and return 3-year performance
Return vs standard deviation %
40

Akzent IF1 Bonus 3
Akzent IF1 Bonus 4

l

l

German Universal Investment’s Beta Opportunities has achieved the
best risk/reward ratio among the three-year outperformers within the
multi-strategy group, as measured by the Sharpe ratio through the end
of July ’19. The fund aims to capture so-called market ‘risk premia’ across
multiple asset classes, with a portfolio heavy on fixed-income instruments,
mostly from German issuers.

AJ EAB

Beta Oppo
Akzent IF1 Bonus 1

30

E&L

20

Vontobel

10
1.5
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LO Funds
MS INVF
Portfolio Wachstum
2.5
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3.5

Source: Morningstar

Top-ranked multi-strategy funds 3-yr performance
Fund
➊ E&L Strategiefonds Global €

3-year
chg (%)

3-year
volatility

3-year
Alpha

Fund
size (€m)

Domicile

36.85

3.45

-0.09

57.2

Liechtenstein

➋ Akzent Invest Fonds 1 Bonus 4

28.79

2.55

0.07

20.8

Lux

➌ Akzent Invest Fonds 1 Bonus 3

26.47

2.34

0.06

9.5

Lux

➍ MS INVF Liquid Alpha Capture N

24.15

2.28

0.14

45.3

Lux

➎ AJ EAB Value Hedge C

23.92

2.62

-0.15

10.2

Finland

➏ LO Funds III Capital Gr Syst Hdg € SA

21.78

2.67

-0.12

307.5

Lux

➐ Portfolio Wachstum ZKB Oe I T

20.82

3.11

-0.43

73.2

Austria

➑ Beta Opportunities UI € I

20.77

1.54

-0.04

25.9

Germany

➒ Akzent Invest Fonds 1 Bonus 1

18.83

1.61

-0.02

19.5

Lux

➓ Vontobel Fd II Vescore Mlt-Strat B €

17.23

1.82

-0.1

14.9

Lux

Source: Morningstar
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the past year on its EUR SC share class, helping it land €1.1bn of new investor assets from
July 2018 to June 2019. The fund is run by
star manager Klaus Kaldemorgen, who has
two years left on his DWS contract. There
are, however, strong successor candidates.

All in the mix

Outflows from the larger funds have
prompted multi-strategy to diversify during
the past few years, and a growing sub-group
of funds now combine strategic beta across
asset classes. These could be market portfolios with tilts towards value, quality and low
volatility, to name a few factors.
Such funds often feature trend-following
– also known as commodity trading advisers

investing – or equity market-neutral investing, where managers target equity premia
such as quality, small cap and momentum
with minimal market beta. The funds come
in many forms and are difficult to compare on
an apples-to-apples basis. Among the largest
of these strategies is Blackrock’s Style Advantage, with €2.9bn in assets in the main Ucits
fund, and AQR’s Style Premia, with €2.3bn.
These two funds have provided very different investor experiences during the past
12 months. BSF Style Advantage has been
on a roll. The D2 non-hedged share class has
returned 7.3% through to the end of July. In
contrast, AQR’s Style Premia has been badly
hurt by its large value-style tilt.
Continued on page 40

Standard Life Gars vs benchmark
Growth of €1,000
Standard Life Gars
ICE Libor 6 Month
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FUNDS TO WATCH
NEWCOMERS
l Systematic hedge fund manager Two Sigma has come out of

the gate with a good start for its multi-strategy fund on the
Schroder Gaia platform. The Schroder Gaia Two Sigma Fund,
managed by Geoffrey Duncombe (pictured), combines US
equity market neutral strategies with global macro trades. The
fund already has €1.5bn as it approaches the three-year mark.
l

The difficult environment for multi-strategy funds recently is reflected in the
fact that only a few funds from a list of strong 12-month performers have
seen double-digit returns. The Europe-focused long-short fund Pharus Sicav
Europe Total Return leads the pack on its G-share class, which has vastly
outperformed the fund’s other share classes.

Risk and return Newcomers
Return vs standard deviation %
40

HSBC
Schroders
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IP
Pharus
MontLake

20

Fort Global
LF Canlife

l Another newcomer adopting the multi-asset risk premia

approach is HSBC GIF Multi-Strategy Targeted Return, comanaged by Jean-Charles Bertrand and Stephane Mesnard
(pictured), which remains small despite being launched in 2017.
After a disappointing start the fund has experienced a strong
2019, due to diversification across equities, fixed income and currency,
among other factors.
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Top-ranked multi-strategy funds Newcomers
1-year
chg (%)

1-year
volatility

➊ Pharus Sicav Europe TR G € Acc

31.71

4.05

➋ IP Blue A

22.56

1.87

Fund

1-year
Sharpe

Launch
date

Fund
size (€m)

Domicile

1.41

8 Nov ’16

94.5

Lux

1.08

20 Jul ’17

18.2

Lux

➌ Fort Global Ucits Diversified C €

13.67

2.57

0.28

21 Jun ’17

170.3

Ireland

➍ LF Canlife Strategic Return I Euro Acc

10.26

3.06

-0.06

22 Sep ’17

1

UK

➎ Vontobel Fd II Vescore Mlt-Strat N €

10.15

2.53

-0.01

04 Dec ’17

14.9

Lux

➏ MontLake Crabel Gemini Ucits EUR Ins

8.2

2.17

-0.04

13 Nov ’17

295.7

Ireland

➐ Schroder GAIA Two Sigma Dvrs C Acc € H

7.98

1.4

-0.05

24 Aug ’16

1,596.7

Lux

➑ BSF Total Advantage X2 €

7.61

2.13

-0.13

11 Dec ’17

36.2

Lux

➒ SEI GMF Dynamic Ast Allc € Instl Inc

6.65

4.6

-0.49

9 May ’18

10.4

Ireland

➓ HSBC GIF Multi-Strategy Trgt Ret ZC

5.21

1.25

-0.32

21 Mar ’17

24.2

Lux

Source: Morningstar
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FUND BUYER INDEX
In association with

The latest on
European equities

Forward-looking investment
sentiments towards European
equities have deteriorated every
quarter since hitting a peak in
Q2 ’17. In Q2 ’19, less than one in
ﬁve respondents to our quarterly
research expect to add to their
European equity allocations in
the coming 12 months.

One positive ﬁnding from the latest
quarter’s data is that sellers have dipped
compared with Q1 ’19 and more investors
expect to keep their weightings unchanged.
From Sep ’18 - Apr ’19, this asset class has
suffered terrible net outﬂows amounting to
over €53bn. You can view this research,
along with a range of data from Morningstar
at FundBuyerIndex.com – exclusively for
Expert Investor readers.
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The fund has lost 7.86% of its value in the
past year and 10.45% for the trailing three
years in the E EUR share class. Blackrock
had a better mix of factor exposures to combat the market conditions of 2018, where virtually all factors were in negative territory.

Bouncing back

In 2019, the equity market has come back
with a vengeance, with the MSCI World equity index topping the 20% return mark for
the first seven months of the year. Funds
with a high correlation and exposure to
stocks have generally profited.
But it has also been a wise bet to be exposed to global bonds, which have also
achieved strong returns despite the low-

Invesco Global Targeted Return vs benchmark
Growth of €1,000
Invesco Global Targeted Ret
MSCI World
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Source: Morningstar

yield environment. The Bloomberg Barclay’s Global Aggregate bond index returned
8.1% over the first seven months of 2019, with
a significant boost from the appreciation of
the dollar versus the euro.
Investors should not be overly swayed by
short-term performance. Although it is natural for multi-strategy funds to exhibit a certain degree of correlation with the equity and
bond markets, the value added comes more
from their ability to turn decent returns when
markets struggle.
This requires a set-up that mixes different
strategies and asset classes in a considered
way with strong risk management. The difficulties facing several big names in the industry show this is no easy task. LW

FUNDS TO WATCH
ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT
l German DWS’s Concept Kaldemorgen has become the largest

multi-strategy fund on the European continent. Manager Klaus
Kaldemorgen (pictured) began his career in the 1980s and soon
became a household name in Germany. After spending time
in corporate leadership, he returned to portfolio management in
2011 with this fund, which carries a Morningstar Analyst Rating of Silver.
l

l

Times have been tough for Invesco Global Targeted Returns. The fund aims
for a positive return in all market conditions over three-year rolling periods,
and targets a 5% premium over cash return. In the trailing three years it has
been wide of its target due to negative returns. It had disappointed in 2017
already, and 2018 was extremely rough.
In a market that has been difficult for many systematic strategies,
Blackrock’s BSF Style Advantage Fund has managed to post positive
returns during the past three years. It lost money in 2018, but the lack of
currency hedging supported the D2 share class as the euro depreciated
against the dollar. The fund invests across asset classes on multiple wellknown factors.

Risk and return Assets under management
Return vs standard deviation %
20
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Top-ranked multi-strategy funds Assets under management
Fund

Morningstar OBSR
analyst rating

➊ DWS Concept Kaldemorgen € SC

3-year
chg (%)

3-year
volatility

3-year
Alpha

Fund
size (€m)

Domicile
Lux

12.45

1.26

-0.16

8,003.2

➋ BNY Mellon Glbl Rl Ret (€) X Acc

•

4.52

1.29

-0.24

3,378.9

Lux

➌ Invesco Global Targeted Ret S € Acc

‰

-3.36

0.9

-0.4

3,248.5

Ireland

2.22

0.73

-0.2

3,058.6

UK

4.06

1.06

-0.31

2,914.9

Lux

11

2.29

0.1

2,901.7

Ireland

➍ Pictet TR – Div Alpha J €
➎ SLI Global Abs Ret Strats Z Acc €
➏ BSF Style Advantage D2 €
➐ GMO Global Real Return Ucits B €

‰

4.76

1.6

-0.44

2,619.4

Lux

-10.45

1.38

-0.62

2,206

Lux

➒ Franklin K2 Alt Strats W(acc)€

13.88

1.84

-0.06

1,990.9

Ireland

➓ Aviva Investors MltStratTrgtRet Z €Acc

-0.25

1.53

-0.52

1,926.3

Lux

➑ AQR Style Premia Ucits E €

Source: Morningstar
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FIRST FOR
EVENTS

EXPERT
INVESTOR
Expert Investor Pan-Nordic Congress
19-20 September 2019, Kokkedal Slot Copenhagen,
Denmark
Expert Investor Germany
8 October 2019, Grandhotel Hessischer Hof, Frankfurt

CONTACT

To reserve your place at one of our exclusive events and for
more information, please contact:
Giuliana Riccio
giuliana.riccio@lastwordmedia.com

Our events are for fund selectors, built by fund
selectors. We create the content based on what
you want to hear. Join us to steer the discussion,
quiz international fund managers and form
part of the Expert Investor community.
#FirstforEvents
@Expert_Investor
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EI Quality Funds The blue chips of the European fund universe

The EI Quality Funds are investment
products that have proven their highcalibre credentials. They are the blue chips
of the cross-border fund world, selected
using a bespoke quant and qual screen and
incorporating various pieces of third-party
investment analysis.
Methodology: The starting universe is
every public fund domiciled in either
Luxembourg or Ireland (not including the
Irish insurance funds universe). We then

Sectors: Finally, we divide the universe
into the most common and useful sectors and asset types. To keep it simple,
we have streamlined the universe into eleven classes: Pan-Europe equity, North America equity, Asia (inc Japan) equity, Asia
(inc Japan) single country equity, Europe
single-country equity, emerging markets
equity, other specialist, global equity, mixed
asset and fixed income.

filter out those funds with less than a threeyear track record.
After that, we take only those funds that
have a FE Crown Fund Rating of four or five.
The Crown ratings are a three-year riskadjusted performance screen similar to
Morningstar’s Star ratings. Five crowns
mean a fund is in the top 10% of the group,
four crowns make up the next 15%.
Then we select those funds that have
received a qualitative rating from Morningstar or Sauren of neutral or better.

Source: FE Analytics, data calculated in euros

Pan-Europe equity
Fund name

FE Crowns

M’star
Qual

Scope
rating

Fidelity European Dynamic Growth A

RRRRR

„

Comgest Growth Europe Smaller Comp Z Acc

RRRRR

Montanaro European Smaller Comp Unhedged

RRRRR

‰

Sauren
rating

3-year
% returns

3-year
vol

(A)

39.61

11.62

„

(B)

44.61

´

(B)

20.16

Luxembourg

€

LU0119124781

14.27

363.1

Ireland

€

IE00BDZQR684

11.7

507.2

Ireland

€

IE00B1FZRP01

13.15

26.7

Luxembourg

£

LU1207386589

2,455.8

Luxembourg

£

LU0946223368

22.5

10.75

729.1

Luxembourg

€

LU0209860427

29.09

12.13

1,005.4

Luxembourg

€

LU0418791066

13.24

1,128.2

Luxembourg

€

LU0308864023

29.2

11.77

3,193.5

Ireland

€

IE00BD5HXD05

29.07

10.72

111.6

Luxembourg

£

LU0938199691

11.61

248

Luxembourg

€

LU0238202427

14.96

1,778.9

Luxembourg

$

LU0866838492

‰

RRRRR

‰

Blackrock SF European Opportunities Extension D2

RRRRR

(A)

2

Mainfirst Top European Ideas A

RRRRR

(C)

2

23.76

Comgest Growth Europe Z Acc

RRRR

Œ

T Rowe Price Continental European Equity Q

RRRR

„

Fidelity European A Acc

RRRR

„

(B)

25.4

Alken European Opportunities US2

RRRR

„

(D)

30.33

´

(A)

2,534

12.79

Robeco Sustainable European Stars Equities I

(A)

ISIN code

38.58

RRRRR
RRRRR

(B)

Curr

44.37

Jupiter European Feeder Z
Jupiter European Growth D Acc

(A)

Fund
Domicile
size (€m)

Blackrock GF European Special Situations A2

RRRR

22.84

11.49

1,251.8

Luxembourg

€

LU0154234636

Melchior ST European Opportunities B1

RRRR

(A)

2

17.75

10.67

1,132.3

Luxembourg

€

LU1231252237

IVI European £

RRRR

(A)

2

20.24

10.41

503.4

Ireland

£

IE00B0NLLN97

Comgest Growth Europe Opportunities Z Acc

RRRR

(B)

2

34.9

15.09

839.9

Ireland

€

IE00BZ0X9T58

Lemanik Eleva European Selection R Acc

RRRR

2

25.23

12.56

2,821.6

Luxembourg

€

LU1111643711

Sauren
rating

3-year
% returns

3-year
vol

Europe single-country equity
Fund name

FE Crowns

M’star
Qual

Scope
rating

Prosperity Russian Prosperity X

RRRRR

„

(D)

58.26

16.26

385.8

Luxembourg

€

LU0859781527

Fidelity Germany A

RRRRR

„

(A)

21.79

13.69

785.4

Luxembourg

€

LU0048580004

Fundpartner Magallanes Value Inv Ucits Iberian Eq R

RRRRR

„

11.76

10.49

167.1

Luxembourg

€

LU1330191898

Merian UK Alpha (IRL) U1 Acc

RRRRR

„

8.51

12.59

67.7

Ireland

€

IE00BFWH6947

Nordea 1 Nordic Equity Small Cap BP

RRRRR

´

24.55

11.65

123.4

Luxembourg

€

LU0278527428

Blackrock GF United Kingdom A2

RRRRR

´

(B)

19.63

11.99

151.6

Luxembourg

£

LU0011847091

Merian UK Smaller Companies Focus U1 Inc £

RRRRR

´

(B)

48.31

14.73

380.5

Ireland

£

IE00BLP58C46

Liontrust GF UK Growth C3 Inst Acc

11.82

11.07

43

Ireland

£

IE00BP4KB298

0.86

12.41

248.9

Ireland

£

IE0031005543

1,491.6

Luxembourg

$

LU1273951795

RRRRR

´

JOHCM UK Growth B

RRRR

„

(E)

UBAM Swiss Equity AC

RRRR

´

(B)
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Fund
Domicile
size (€m)

Curr

ISIN code
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Asia (inc Japan) equity
Fund name

FE Crowns

M’star
Qual

Scope
rating

Schroder ISF Asian Opportunities IZ Acc Nav

RRRRR

„

Veritas Asian A $

RRRRR

Fidelity Asia Focus A $

RRRRR

JPM Asia Growth A Acc Nav

RRRRR

„

JPM Pacific Equity A Dis $

RRRRR

´

CIM Dividend Income B Ordinary Shares

RRRRR
RRRR

Œ

(A)

Investec Asian Equity IX Gr Acc

RRRR

„

(C)

Invesco Asian Equity Z AD Inc

RRRR

First State Asian Equity Plus I Dis

Sauren
rating

3-year
% returns

3-year
vol

(A)

31.02

15.28

„

(A)

25.96

„

(B)

26.76

(B)
(A)

42.81
25.92

2

´

Fund
Domicile
size (€m)

Curr

ISIN code

5,849.1

Luxembourg

$

LU1875387349

13.62

1,951.3

Ireland (IRL)

$

IE00B02T6L79

13.91

2,086.4

Luxembourg

$

LU0048597586

33.5

15.24

442.3

Luxembourg

$

LU0169518387

30.42

12.74

733.2

Luxembourg

$

LU0052474979

12.57

246.2

Ireland

$

IE00BYXW4535

11.84

3,865.9

Ireland

$

IE0032834883

25.56

14.65

4,169.7

Luxembourg

$

LU1130799759

19.06

14.37

990.9

Luxembourg

$

LU1775951368

3-year
% returns

3-year
vol

36.61

16.48

149.8

Asia (inc Japan) single country equity
Fund name

FE Crowns

M’star
Qual

Scope
rating

Sauren
rating

Fund
Domicile
size (€m)

First State Hong Kong Growth I Acc

RRRRR

Œ

(B)

First State China Growth I Acc

RRRRR

Œ

(C)

41.09

19.26

3,297.8

Ireland

$

IE0008368742

UBS (Lux) Equity China Opportunity ($) P Acc

RRRRR

„

(A)

62.37

19.26

6,515.8

Luxembourg

$

LU0067412154

Lindsell Train Japanese Equity B Sterling Quoted

RRRRR

„

(A)

34.24

13

452.3

Ireland

£

IE00B7FGDC41

Ireland

Curr
$

ISIN code
IE0008369823

UBS (Lux) Investment Sicav China A Opp P Acc

RRRRR

„

80.93

19.06

1,195.2

Luxembourg

$

LU0971614614

JPM Korea Equity A Acc Nav $ in EU

RRRRR

´

6.4

14.9

236.3

Luxembourg

$

LU0301634860

First State Greater China Growth IV Acc

RRRRR

Œ

(B)

33.45

17.49

571.2

Ireland

$

IE00B54HF843

Man GLG Japan CoreAlpha Equity I Acc

RRRRR

Œ

(D)

10.73

14.59

2,456.9

Ireland

¥

IE00B5649G90

Schroder ISF Hong Kong Equity D Nav

RRRRR

„

(C)

26.08

16.41

2,047.6

Luxembourg

hk$

LU0327381504

Schroder ISF Greater China A Acc

RRRRR

„

(A)

33.64

16.97

1,246.7

Luxembourg

$

LU0140636845

Invesco Japanese Equity Advantage A Acc

RRRRR

„

(A)

24.07

12.87

1,762

Luxembourg

¥

LU0607514717

Eastspring Inv Japan Dynamic R

RRRRR

„

12.75

14.9

1,948.2

Luxembourg

$

LU0865490691

Schroder Select New Mrkt Series Grtr China Eq A Nav Dis RRRRR

„

30.43

16.53

Luxembourg

$

LU0190291665

10.78

13.28

291.8

Ireland

¥

IE0003014572

20.87

1,203

Luxembourg

$

LU0051755006

RRRRR

´

(A)

JPM China A Dis Nav

RRRRR

´

(C)

37.22

Fidelity India Focus A

RRRRR

´

(B)

19.84

15

1,681.4

Luxembourg

$

LU0197229882

T Rowe Price Japanese Equity Q

RRRRR

´

(B)

24.91

12.66

1,060.5

Luxembourg

€

LU1127970256

Gam Star Japan Leaders Ordn Acc

1

Capital Group Japan Equity Z

RRRRR

‰

(C)

19.76

14.33

137.6

Luxembourg

£

LU0817826521

Schroder ISF Japanese Equity C Acc Nav

RRRRR

‰

(C)

17.68

13

2,131.1

Luxembourg

¥

LU0106240533

Alma Eikoh Japan Large Cap Equity I Cap

RRRRR

20.03

14.7

228.4

Luxembourg

£

LU1152097108

(B)

2

Includes ratings by
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North America equity
Fund name

FE Crowns

M’star
Qual

Scope
rating

T Rowe Price US Blue Chip Equity Q £

RRRRR

Œ

Alger Sicav-Alger Small Cap Focus A US

RRRRR

•

Morg Stnly US Advantage A $

RRRRR

•

(A)

T Rowe Price US Large Cap Growth Equity Q £

RRRRR

•

AB Concentrated US Equity Portfolio S1 $

RRRRR

‰

Franklin US Opportunities A Acc $

RRRRR

‰

Sauren
rating

3-year
% returns

3-year
vol

64.21

15.42

Fund
Domicile
size (€m)
664.9

Luxembourg

Curr
£

ISIN code
LU1028172069

81.71

21.12

262.4

Luxembourg

$

LU1339879758

61.25

14.87

7,679.5

Luxembourg

$

LU0225737302

(A)

66.39

15.25

1,964.4

Luxembourg

£

LU1028171848

(A)

58.84

15.4

805.1

Luxembourg

$

LU1012000789

(B)

49.06

16.2

3,700.5

Luxembourg

$

LU0109391861

44.7

15.51

1,857.5

Luxembourg

$

LU1429558494

Natixis Loomis Sayles US Growth Equity N $**

RRRR

•

Janus Henderson US Venture A Acc $

RRRR

´

(B)

32.1

16.7

172

Ireland

$

IE0009354923

MFS Meridian US Concentrated Growth A1 $

RRRR

´

(A)

49.87

14.12

358.1

Luxembourg

$

LU0094555157

Blackrock GF US Flexible Equity A2 $

RRRR

‰

(C)

35.24

13.95

1,335.5

Luxembourg

$

LU0154236417

Brown Advisory US Small Cap Blend B Acc $

RRRR

157.7

Ireland

$

IE00BBMT2Q16

(B)

1

32.55

15.75

Sauren
rating

3-year
% returns

3-year
vol

Emerging markets equity
Fund name

FE Crowns

M’star
Qual

Scope
rating

JPM Emerging Markets Equity A Dis $

RRRRR

„

(A)

27.92

14.25

7,027.2

Luxembourg

$

LU0053685615

Blackrock GF Emerging Europe A2

RRRRR

´

(C)

32.78

14.98

808.9

Luxembourg

€

LU0011850392

Fidelity Emerging Asia W £

RRRRR

´

(A)

28.6

12.73

962.4

Luxembourg

£

LU1033662591

Schroder ISF Emerging Asia Z Acc Nav

RRRRR

´

(A)

29.67

14.68

3,317.7

Luxembourg

€

LU0966865445

Blackrock GF Emerging Markets A2

RRRRR

´

(B)

26.76

13.75

764.9

Luxembourg

$

LU0047713382

32.48

9.94

519.9

Ireland

€

IE00B65LCL41

2

Fund
Domicile
size (€m)

Curr

ISIN code

Fiera Capital Europe Magna New Frontiers N

RRRR

T Rowe Price Emerging Markets Equity Q

RRRR

„

(A)

24.18

14.53

2,072.4

Luxembourg

£

LU0864768196

Robeco Emerging Markets Equities I

RRRR

„

(B)

19.44

14.42

929.8

Luxembourg

€

LU0209325462

Robeco Emerging Stars Equities FL

RRRR

„

(C)

18.96

13.44

1,022.1

Luxembourg

$

LU1193126049

JOHCM Global Emerging Markets Opportunities A £

RRRR

´

(B)

17.56

13.04

383.4

Ireland

£

IE00B4002N46

GS Emerging Markets Equity Portfolio R Acc chf

RRRR

‰

(A)

17.63

13.87

2,618.5

Luxembourg

chf

Templeton Emerging Markets A YDis $

RRRR

‰

(B)

18.19

13.58

849.7

Luxembourg

$

LU1463216587
LU0029874905

Blackrock GF Latin American A2 $

RRRR

‰

(C)

23.67

20.73

1,073.9

Luxembourg

$

LU0072463663

Fund name

FE Crowns

M’star
Qual

Scope
rating

3-year
% returns

3-year
vol

Capital Group Global Allocation Z

RRRRR

Œ

(A)

20.22

7.5

Fidelity Global Multi Asset Income A Acc

RRRRR

„

(A)

14.02

6.46

7,622.9

Luxembourg

$

LU0905233846

MFS Meridian Prudent Wealth W1

RRRRR

„

(A)

22.17

6.75

2,439.2

Luxembourg

$

LU0583243885

Invesco Pan European High Income C

RRRR

„

(B)

10.62

4.07

9,162

Luxembourg

€

LU0243957668

IVA Global I W €

RRRR

„

(A)

1.35

6.9

481.4

Luxembourg

€

LU0947927892

Flossbach von Storch Sicav Multiple Opps R

RRRR

´

A

12.71

6.95

15,104

Luxembourg

€

LU0323578657

Blackrock GF Global Allocation A2

RRRR

´

(B)

11.26

7.82

13,171.2

Luxembourg

$

LU0072462426

´

Mixed asset

Franklin Income A MDis $

RRRR

JPM Asia Pacific Income A Acc Nav

RRRR

Allianz Income and Growth RT Nav

RRRR
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Sauren
rating

2

Fund
Domicile
size (€m)
490

Luxembourg

Curr
£

ISIN code
LU1006080060

11.58

9.27

1,323.3

Luxembourg

$

LU0098860793

‰

(B)

9.75

8.33

2,127

Luxembourg

$

LU0210527791

‰

(A)

23.28

9.88

26,217

Luxembourg

$

LU1255915586

www.expertinvestoreurope.com

Global equity
Fund name

FE Crowns

M’star
Qual

Scope
rating

Sauren
rating

3-year
% returns

3-year
vol

Fund
Domicile
size (€m)

Curr

ISIN code

Fundsmith Equity Sicav T Acc

RRRRR

Œ

(A)

47.56

12.27

3,600

Luxembourg

€

LU0690375182

T Rowe Price Global Growth Equity Q

RRRRR

„

(A)

42.58

12.98

402.7

Luxembourg

£

LU0867066879

Lindsell Train Global Equity B £

RRRRR

„

(A)

Kempen (Lux) Global Small-cap BN

RRRRR

´

Tweedy Browne Global High Dividend Value D Acc

RRRRR

´

Morg Stnly Global Opportunity I $

RRRRR

Guardcap Global Equity I

RRRRR

61.74

10.79

9,610.9

Ireland

£

IE00B3NS4D25

30.71

13.6

492.2

Luxembourg

€

LU1078127419

29.91

7.83

33.8

Luxembourg

€

LU0285922489

2

66.16

13.88

7,070.3

Luxembourg

£

LU0834154790

2

54.68

12.63

866.3

Ireland

$

IE00BSJCNS13

(D)
(A)

Capital Group New Perspective (Lux) Z

RRRR

Œ

38.37

12.48

4,385.3

Luxembourg

£

LU1295554916

MFS Inv Global Concentrated Equity C1

RRRR

Œ

33.11

12.61

561

Luxembourg

£

LU0366720992

MFS Inv Global Equity B1

RRRR

Œ

31.61

12.15

2,948.5

Luxembourg

$

LU0214841644

Fidelity World A EUR TR

RRRR

„

(A)

30.57

12.67

2,932.6

Luxembourg

€

LU0069449576

BNY Mellon Long Term Global Equity A Nav

RRRR

„

(A)

32.88

11.83

1,970.6

Ireland

£

IE00B42QQV61

Investec Global Strategic Equity IX Gr Inc $

RRRR

„

(C)

32.44

13.59

1,683.8

Luxembourg

$

LU0846948783

Vontobel Global Equity B

RRRR

´

(A)

33.56

12.01

2,581.3

Luxembourg

$

LU0218910536

Ardevora Global Long Only Equity C

RRRR

´

(A)

34.12

12.81

880

Ireland

£

IE00BBGT3P34

Fund name

FE Crowns

M’star
Qual

Scope
rating

3-year
% returns

3-year
vol

Pimco GIS US Short-Term Inst Acc

RRRRR

„

7.02

6.72

2,206

Ireland

First State Global Listed Infrastructure I Dis $

RRRRR

´

20.64

10.83

1,222.8

Gam Multistock Luxury Brands Equity RA £

RRRRR

44.73

12.79

274.4

Specialist

‰

Sauren
rating

(C)

Fund
Domicile
size (€m)

Curr

ISIN code

$

IE00BMTRWY37

Ireland

$

IE00B29SXL02

Luxembourg

£

LU0984218668

Baker Steel Precious Metals A2

RRRRR

(A)

2

6.78

27.7

354.3

Luxembourg

€

LU0357130854

Oppenheim FCP OP Medical BioHealth Trends

RRRRR

(B)

2

50.82

21.28

296.3

Luxembourg

€

LU0119891520

Ireland

$

IE0030772275

Polar Capital Global Technology

RRRR

„

(B)

80.88

17.89

3,045.6

Blackrock GF World Gold A2

RRRR

´

(C)

-15.29

25.47

4,310.5

Luxembourg

$

LU0055631609

Multipartner Sicav RobecoSAM Smart Energy

RRRR

´

39.12

15.67

589.2

Luxembourg

€

LU0805493003

Denker Global Financial A £ TR

RRRR

´

30.01

12.89

113.1

Ireland

£

IE00B2B08X16

Candriam Equities L Biotechnology N

RRRR

´

(B)

13.67

24.51

1,717.7

Luxembourg

$

LU0133359157

Blackrock GF World Healthscience A2

RRRR

‰

(A)

29.02

14.78

3,867.2

Luxembourg

$

LU0122379950

Franklin Technology A Acc

RRRR

‰

(B)

74.65

18.36

2,795.2

Luxembourg

$

LU0109392836

LO World Gold Expertise (€) Syst Nav Hdg

RRRR

79.5

Luxembourg

€

LU0172581844

(C)

1

-18.75

28.06

Scope
rating

Sauren
rating

3-year
% returns

3-year
vol

2

24.52

4.61

993.2

Luxembourg

-4.3

7.18

616.2

1

3.88

7.52

65

Absolute return
Fund name

FE Crowns

Lemanik Eleva Absolute Return Europe R Acc

RRRRR

Kames Absolute Return Bond B Acc

RRRR

SWMC Small Cap European A

RRRR

www.expertinvestoreurope.com

M’star
Qual
‰

(B)

Fund
Domicile
size (€m)

Curr

ISIN code

€

LU1331973468

Ireland

£

IE00B6SPX874

Ireland

€

IE00B3X68X40
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Fixed income
Fund name

FE Crowns

M’star
Qual

Scope
rating

Sauren
rating

3-year
% returns

3-year
vol

Fund
Domicile
size (€m)

Curr

ISIN code

Templeton Global Bond A MDis $

RRRRR

„

(C)

2

11.01

10.93

13,506.8

Luxembourg

$

LU0029871042

Jupiter Dynamic Bond L Q Inc €

RRRRR

„

(D)

2

4.94

2.2

7,478.6

Luxembourg

€

LU0459992896

NB EM Debt Hard Currency I2 Dis $

RRRRR

„

(A)

23.78

7.94

1,872.9

Ireland

$

IE00B99K6W71

Robeco European High Yield Bonds IH

RRRRR

„

(A)

14.43

3.1

405.3

Luxembourg

€

LU0226955762

Invesco Sterling Bond Z Acc

RRRRR

„

1.73

7.09

740.7

Luxembourg

£

LU1775981860

Dodge & Cox Global Bond Dis £

RRRRR

„

(B)

14.47

6.07

311.6

Ireland

£

IE00B556C015

Legg Mason Brandywine Glob Opp Fixed Inc X Acc $

RRRRR

„

(C)

Robeco Global Credits CH €

RRRRR

„

2.65

5.5

529.2

Ireland

$

IE00BD2MLG77

6.44

2.66

1,378.6

Luxembourg

€

LU1071420373

Pimco GIS Diversified Income I Acc

RRRRR

„

(A)

18.33

6.37

7,972.9

Ireland

$

IE00B0C18065

Pimco GIS Income Inst Acc

RRRRR

„

(B)

16.42

6.51

68,272.9

Ireland

$

IE00B87KCF77

Fidelity Asian High Yield Y Acc

RRRRR

´

13.67

7.19

4,649.9

Luxembourg

$

LU0370790650

Vontobel Emerging Markets Debt B

RRRRR

´

(A)

19.02

6.48

4,057.5

Luxembourg

$

LU0926439562

Pimco GIS Euro Income Bond Inst Acc

RRRRR

´

(B)

10.75

1.68

2,481.1

Ireland

€

IE00B3V8Y234

Morg Stnly European High Yield Bond I

RRRRR

´

12.35

3.18

886.4

Luxembourg

€

LU0073255688

´

13.58

6.53

1,540.8

Luxembourg

€

LU1218206412

16.51

8.01

210.5

Ireland

$

IE00B28VTV28

7.91

5.83

158.3

Luxembourg

$

LU1281943396

Invesco Global Inv Grade Corp Bond Z Annual Dis €

RRRRR

Calamos Global Convertible A Acc

RRRRR

‰

Schroder ISF Asian Local Currency Bond Z Acc Nav

RRRRR

‰

(A)

Morg Stnly Global Fixed Income Opp IX $

RRRRR

‰

(A)

16.35

6.41

3,427.4

Luxembourg

$

LU0712123198

Gam Star Credit Opportunities $ Inst

RRRRR

‰

(A)

16.49

6.67

2,738.9

Ireland

$

IE00B5769310

Hermes Multi Strategy Credit F Acc U

RRRRR

(A)

2

13.35

6.55

864.3

Ireland

$

IE00BKRCNJ87

Mainfirst EM Corp Bond Balanced A2 €

RRRRR

(B)

1

14.22

3.25

414.2

Luxembourg

€

LU0816909369

Blackrock GF Euro Corporate Bond D2

RRRR

„

(A)

8.8

1.97

2,696.5

Luxembourg

€

LU0368266499

Kempen (Lux) Euro Credit Plus I

RRRR

„

(A)

8.75

2.09

493.7

Luxembourg

€

LU0986645306

Blackrock GF Fixed Income Global Opps D5 $

RRRR

„

(B)

9.9

6.47

8,733.5

Luxembourg

$

LU0737136415

Pimco GIS Global Investment Grade Credit I Inc $

RRRR

„

(C)

15.02

6.55

18,227.8

Ireland

$

IE0033386453

Templeton Global Total Return A MDis US

RRRR

´

(C)

Schroder ISF Global Convertible Bond B NAV

RRRR

´

(B)

Legg Mason Western Asset Asian Opps A(D) Dis $

RRRR

´

T Rowe Price Emerging Markets Bond Q $

RRRR

´

TCW Emerging Markets Income RU

RRRR

´

2

(B)

10.7

10.97

15,521.9

Luxembourg

$

LU0170475585

10.14

8.66

1,606.3

Luxembourg

$

LU0351442776

5.01

6.11

452.3

Ireland

$

IE00B2Q1FF07

14.3

7.11

486.6

Luxembourg

$

LU1328257263

13.81

7.04

257.9

Luxembourg

$

LU1806398027

Janus Henderson Horizon Euro Corp Bond I2 Acc

RRRR

´

(B)

8.49

2.01

1,507.9

Luxembourg

€

LU0451950587

Morg Stnly Euro Corporate Bond A

RRRR

´

(B)

7.73

2.2

4,085.2

Luxembourg

€

LU0132601682

Invesco Euro Corporate Bond Z Acc

RRRR

´

(C)

7.71

2.33

1,857.7

Luxembourg

€

LU0955863922

Pimco GIS Euro Bond Inst Acc

RRRR

´

(A)

9.17

2.71

2,898.8

Ireland

€

IE0004931386

Pimco GIS Global Bond Inst Acc

RRRR

´

(B)

12.12

6.58

12,560.1

Ireland

$

IE0002461055

Legg Mason Brandywine Global Fixed Inc A (S) Dis $

RRRR

´

(C)

-0.33

5.32

849.4

Ireland

$

IE0033637442

Amundi Pioneer Strategic Income R2

RRRR

´

9.2

6.25

2,880.7

Luxembourg

£

LU1883846500

Schroder ISF Asian Bond Total Return Z Acc Nav $

RRRR

‰

9.45

6.34

188.7

Luxembourg

$

LU1281941424

‰

16.35

6.46

1,483.2

Luxembourg

$

LU0611395327

15.9

6.51

669.6

Luxembourg

$

LU0492943013

11.87

6.73

4,815.6

Luxembourg

£

LU0329444938

(C)

Investec EM Corporate Debt I Gr Acc

RRRR

Investec Latin American Corporate Debt I Gr Acc

RRRR

‰

Amundi Global Aggregate Bond M Cap $

RRRR

‰

Kames Investment Grade Global Bond B Inc $

RRRR

‰

(C)

14.3

6.68

163.8

JPM Global Bond Opportunities A Acc Nav

RRRR

‰

(A)

10.77

6.65

4,688.9

HSBC GIF Asia Bond BC $

RRRR

‰

MFS Meridian US Government Bond A2 $

RRRR

‰

Morg Stnly Emerging Markets Corporate Debt I

RRRR
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(B)

(D)
(C)

1

Ireland

$

IE00B296XB43

Luxembourg

$

LU0867954264

10.58

6.74

89.4

Luxembourg

£

LU1436995366

2.59

6.66

250.8

Luxembourg

$

LU0219443271

15.34

6.48

1,390

Luxembourg

$

LU0919597632
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The Land of the
Free and the Home
of the Profit.

T

H I S I S a star-spangled time for active
hunters to train their sights on the vast
prairies of the Big Country. The States has
long been the largest hunting ground in the world and
home to the American spirit of entrepreneurship and
innovation. Led by the redoubtable Cormac Weldon,
our team roam the length and breadth of this vast
landscape. Hunting from dawn’s early light, naturally.
ARTEMIS US FUNDS

Since
launch† Benchmark Outperformance

Artemis Funds (Lux) US Select

108.2%

91.3%

16.9%

Artemis Funds (Lux) –
US Smaller Companies

122.7%

71.8%

50.9%

Past performance is no guarantee for future returns. †Since launch data for
Artemis Funds (Lux) US Select from 27 October 2014 to 7 March 2019
constitutes simulated past performance data as it reflects performance of Artemis
US Select Fund class I accumulation shares EUR (as UK-domiciled fund
following the same investment strategy as this fund) and from 7 March 2019 to
31 July 2019 reflects actual past performance for class B accumulation shares
EUR of this fund. Benchmark is S&P 500 TR EUR. †Since launch data for
Artemis Funds (Lux) US Smaller Companies from 27 October 2014 to 7 March
2019 constitutes simulated past performance data as it reflects performance
of Artemis US Smaller Companies Fund class I accumulation shares EUR
(a UK-domiciled fund following the same strategy as this fund) and from 7
March 2019 to 31 July 2019 reflects actual past performance for class B
accumulation shares EUR of this fund. Benchmark is Russell 2000 TR EUR.
Source Artemis/Lipper Limited. All figures show total returns with dividends
reinvested net of ongoing charges and portfolio costs.

www.artemisfunds.com/us-funds

internationalsales@artemisfunds.com

+ 44 207 399 6430

THIS INFORMATION IS FOR INVESTMENT PROFESSIONALS ONLY. IT IS NOT FOR USE WITH OR BY PRIVATE INVESTORS. Capital at risk. The funds are a sub-fund of Artemis Funds (Lux). For
further information, visit www.artemisfunds.com/sicav. Third parties (including FTSE and Morningstar) whose data may be included in this document do not accept any liability for errors or omissions. For information,
visit www.artemisfunds.com/third-party-data. Issued by Artemis Investment Management LLP which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. For your protection calls are usually recorded.

